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Expert systems have arrived as a popular productivity tool in business, 
industrial, and managerial environments. Such tools should be extensively employed 
into the U.S. Army environments as well. In this thesis, an example of expert system 
and user interface development is presented. The expert system created enables a 
U.S. Army Combat Development analyst to utilize expert system technology. The 
advantages achieved are maintaining consistent and accurate Army Combat 
Development policy, reduction of tedious, analytical tasks to the power of a machine, 
and the centralization of expert system maintanence and rule production. 
Furthennore, this expert system provides the much needed but often scarce expertise 
to ensure qualitative performance from nonexperts, provide efficiency and 
consistency of the experts, and even furnish training for others who need to 
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This project presents a solution to the objective set by Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Operations and Plans(DCSOPS), Headquarters, Department of the Anny(HQDA), to 
develop an Equipment Readiness Codes(ERC) expert system. This system is developed 
on a 3650 Symbolics LISP machine running Common LISP. The expert system is 
effected using Joshua[Ref. l:p. 1], a Symbolics, Inc. software product specifically 
designed to construct and deliver expert system applications. In addition, an interface is 
incorporated utilizing the Symbolics Common Lisp Define-Program-Framework 
Flavor[Ref. 2:pp. 21-46] to create an interactive environment between the user and the 
knowledge represented in the Joshua database. Through use of this expert system, a 
Table of Organization and Equipment(TOE) analyst is freed from the task of detennining 
and/or reviewing ERC codes while constructing a TOE. Therefore, maximal effort is then 
placed on the primary task of analyzing organizational functionality, personnel 
requirements, and equipment requirements and usage within the specified organization. 
A. WHY JOSHUA? 
The first issue at hand in implementing the expert system is to provide an 
environment which maintains both the knowledge and rule network. Joshua is a very 
.::;ompact system, organized around 30 core functions and contains built-in facilities for 
application development. The Joshua system is coherent and straightforward due to the 
following three traits: 
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1. The syntax is LISP-like, unifonn and statement-oriented, so that LISP 
programmers are not require to learn a new language. 
2. The interface to any database is simple, consisting of only three functions, ask, 
tell, and clear. 
3. Joshua contains special Zmacs facilities, such as bracket matching to ease 
program and rule development. 
Modularity and accessibility are notable strengths of Joshua, allowing for user 
interfaces, control structures, and storage structures - all of which can be customized to 
the particular application. External databases are accessible; existing software tools can 
be integrated into the Joshua application; perfonnance can be fine-tuned. The Joshua 
system is extensively addressed in Chapter 4. 
B. SYSTEM INTERFACE 
The interface is the second issue addressed in this expert system development. This 
interface is not intended for the general user, but rather for one qualified to maintain the 
rules within the expert system. The Flavor Design-Program-Framework is a extremely 
useful tool to develop such an interface. In addition, a Symbolics LISP machine provides 
an interactive code-building facility, Frame-Up Layout Designer, to aid in writing an 
interface for an application program. More specifically, Frame-Up Layout Designer is 
an interactive version of Design-Program-Framework[Ref. 2:pp. 103-134]. The interface 
provides the Joshua cOnlJr'Ulds to interact with and monitor the Joshua database, as well 





C. SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTERS 
Chapter 2 presents the background infonnation and the motivation behind this effort 
to implement the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM. Chapter 3 presents the detailed problem 
statement. The ERC EXPERT SYSTEM is described in detail within Chapter 4. Chapter 
5 focuses on the interface. the Define-Program-Framework Flavor. ",nd examines the 
specific. previously undocumented procedures required to generate a functional interface. 
The summary and the conclusions found during development of this project are contained 
in Chapter 6. 
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II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
A. OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this study is two-fold: flrst, to develop an expert system to 
determine Equipment Readiness Codes(ERC) in a Table of Organization and 
Equiprnent(fOE); and second, to insure that the expert system &veloped integrates easily 
into the environment being used at the Organizations Directorate(ORGD), Deputy Chief 
of Staff for Combat Development(DCSCD), Headquarters Training and Doctrine 
Cornrnand(HQ TRADOC), Fort Monroe, Virginia,. 
B. MOTIV ATION 
There are two underlying motivations for this study. First, DCSOPS, HQDA 
established an objective to develop an ERC rule-based system. Such a system was 
developed and the results of that development are published in the U.S. Army Concepts 
and Analysis Agency Study Report, CAA-SR-88-14[Ref. 3:pp. 1-47]. This system was 
designed for DCSCD, HQ TRADOC. However, the host machine noted in the CAA 
Study Report was found impractical due to memory limitations and problems found in the 
shell environment[Ref. 1 :pp. 1-3]. This study solves these problems. 
Secondly, even as the CAA ERe Rule System was under development, personnel 
within DCSex, HQ TRADOC were proposing the development of expert systems 
possessing a different system environment to further automate and revolutionize the 
4 
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documentation process currently employed. An ERC expert system with a comparable 
environment was required. Again, the expert system developed l'nder this study satisfies 
this need and integrates into the current system environment at HQ TRADOC. 
c. TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT (TOE) 
A Table of Organization and Equipment is the Army's requirements document 
specifying a unit's mission, organizational structure, and the minimum mission essential 
personnel and equipment requirements necessary for that unit to accomplish its overall 
wartime mission. The governing document that entails the development of a TOE is 
Anny Regulation(AR) 71-31. A TOE document goes through a series of developmental 
steps or levels before final approval for the document i~ given by HQDA. 
The initial step occurs at the TRADOC proponent or s:hoollevel. The designated 
proponent or school depends on the proposed "type" of unit to be developed. For 
instance, an armor unit would be generated by the U.S. Army Am~or School and Center, 
Fort Knox, Kentucky: an artillery unit would be generated by the U.S. Army Field 
Artillery School and Center, Fort Sill, Oklahoma; and so forth. 
Further TOE coordination and development occurs at the next level, the integrating 
center. An example of an integrating center is the Combined Arms Center at Fort 
Leavenworth, Kansas. Here, all lower level development points, in this case, combat 
schools, the Armor School, Infantry School, Artillery School, etc., send TOE documents 
for coordination and approval. After this level, the TOE document goes under a final 
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review and subsequent approval at ORGD, DCSCD, HQ TRADOC prior to final approval 
at HQDA. 
At each level during the TOE developmental process, personnel and equipment are 
placed into the organizational structure of the unit. Also at each level, combat readiness 
re.quirements are determined. The following section reviews the methodology used to 
determine readiness codes. 
D. EQUIPMENT READINESS CODES (ERC) 
As noted above, the ERC are assigned by the TRADOC service schools as part of 
the TOE documentation process. Assignment is based on judgement of the TOE 
developer documenting the individual TOE. This judgement is guided by the governing 
document for Equipment Readiness Codes, AR 220-1[Ref. 4:p. 1]. By definition, codes 
are assigned in the following fashion[Ref. 4:App. BJ: 
1. ERC-A or ERC-P (Primary Weapons and Equipment) - The equipment 
directly essential to accomplishment of assigned unit missions and/or directly providing 
means to generate unit capabilities in a TOE. ERC-A items can be "upgraded" to a 
designation of ERC-P, pacing items. Pacing items are equipment items which either have 
high-dollar values or are considered major weapon systems. Examples are a tank or an 
attack helicopter. 
2. ERC-B (Auxiliary Equipment) - Equipment which supports the primary 
equipment noted above. This equipment may also replace primary equipment should such 
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equipment to become inoperative. Examples are a back-up radio or a device used to 
mount a weapon. 
3. ERC-C (Administrative Support Equipment) - Equipment supportive to 
assigned operational missions and tasks performance. Examples are a training device or 
a wrist watch. 
The above guidelines provide the TOE developer with the means with which to 
determine a readiness code for each piece of equipment in the TOE. 
E. SUMMARY 
The Combat Analysis Agency generated a rule-based system to meet the objective 
of DCSOPS. However, their system has fundamental problems with the memory capacity 
of the host machine and the shell environment under which it was developed. In addition, 
system integration into the expert system environment in progress at HQ TRADOC may 
have been difficult. The following chapter details the specific problems addressed in 
generating an adequate ERC expert system to meet the DCSOPS' objective. 
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Ill. DETAILED PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A. INTRODUCTION 
An expert system for this thesis, ERe EXPERT SYSTEM, is created to revise the 
CAA's pc-based ERC Rule System and allows integration into ongoing HQ TRADOC 
TOE expert system development. The ERC EXPERT SYSTEM rules are written using 
Symbolics, Inc. software, Joshua; and the system's interface is developed using 
Symbolics Common LISP, Define-Program-Framework Flavor[Ref. 2:pp. 25-27]. All 
system functions are written in LISP, and can be executed on any Symbolics 36xx family 
of computers. Discussed below are the three key issues investigated in order to resolve 
the design and implementation issues of this expert system: the knowledge-representation, 
the inference mechanism, and the system interface. 
B. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
Historically, expert systems capture the knowledge or expertise of an "expert", so 
that others may benefit from that person, particularly in the absence of that person. The 
challenge is to capture that knowledge in a manner useable to the system in which it is 
designed. Thus, knowledge representation is a key component in developing an expert 
system. Bowerman and Glover discuss and categorize three schemes to represent 
knowledge: rule-based,frame-based, and object-oriented representations[Ref. 5:p. 100]. 
Nielsen and Walters also address the first two schemes noted above, but present other 
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techniques: multiple contexts, model-based, and blackboard representations[Ref. 6:pp. 195-
319]. By far the most widely used method is rule-based, originally established by the 
production rule language OPSS. The rule-based approach places emphasis on very 
shallow knowledge and places all parameters of the knowledge into a single production 
rule. Rules within this scheme take the fonn of IF/fHEN or IF/fHEN/ELSE statements. 
Appendix I of the CAA report[Ref. 3:pp. 1-134] shows the rules of that system 
represented in this fashion. The other strategies of knowledge representation are 
applicable when representation of more indepth knowledge is needed. In this case of the 
readiness codes, a very simple one-to-one relationship is seen between the equipment 
situation and ERC assignment. Since th(; scope of this study can neither readdress the 
entire design phase, nor provide access to the experts for interviewing, the knowledge 
representation scheme used in Module I is acceptable and appropriate to represent the 
knowledge within this study's expert system. 
C. INFERENCE MECHANISM 
The second issue analyzed is the inference method. Here, the TOE analyst provides 
the answer. In an analyst's daily work of developing a TOE, a piece of equipment is 
placed into a unit to satisfy a mission requirement and/or accomplish a specified task. 
In tum, equipment readiness codes are assigned in relation to the degree to which that 
piece of equipment is critical to the unit's overall mission and tasks. Therefore, a unit's 
mission and specified tasks detennine the readiness state for that unit, as well as the 
personnel and equipment requirements/readiness within the unit's structure. In other 
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words, the system can inference forward from the known predicates or facts (unit mission 
and tasks list) in order to derive as many consequences as possible (readiness status/codes 
for personnel and equipment). This leads to an excellent example of a data-driven or 
forward chaining approach to inference on the knowledge base, also known in logic as 
modus ponens reasoning[Ref. 7:p. 102]. 
D. SYSTEM INTERFACE 
The final concern addressed is the system interface. The chosen expen system 
development environment at HQ TRAOOC is Common LISP. Therefore, this study also 
requires a Common LISP environment. Due to Joshua's strengths, it is selected as the 
application software for the rules and management of the knowledge. In addition, Joshua 
allows Common LISP code anywhere within its system structures. In fact, Common LISP 
functions are allowed and even expected within the structure of Joshua rules. Lastly, 
Symbolics' Define-Program-Framework Flavor is the tool of choice to provide the 
necessary visual window interface specifically for display of the database, rule firing, and 
system commands. This also coincides with the windowing environment of HQ 
TRAOOC in their system developments. 
E. SUMMARY 
This chapter discussed the issues faced during the course of this study. For program 
implementation, Common Lisp was adopted as the system environment. In addition, rule-
based knowledge representation, forward chaining inference, the Symbolics software 
package Joshua, and the windowing features in Define-Program-Framework round out the 
10 
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complete environment used within this thesis. Using these conditions, the ERe EXPERT 
SYSTEM is examined in the following chapter . 
11 
IV. ERC EXPERT SYSTEM 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The ERC EXPERT SYSTEM is designed to generate ERC codes for all equipment 
items within any given TOE, Le. the TOE needs not be a DA approved TOE. The rules 
to generate these ERC codes are derived from CAA Study Report, Appendix I, CAA-SR-
88-14[Ref. 3:pp. 1-134]. Thus, this system can be used during TOE development prior 
to the HQ TRADOC review board process and eventual DA approval. ERC EXPERT 
SYSTEM consists of two parts: the expert system itself and the interface. The expert 
system and its development in Joshua are discussed within this chapter and the interface 
is discussed in Chapter 5. 
B. JOSHUA 
1. OVERVIEW 
Joshua is a software product implemented on the Symbolics 36xx family of 
computers operating under the Genera operating system environment[Ref. 1 :p. 1]. Joshua 
is integrated with LISP, and allows LISP code to be used within user-defined rules. The 
Joshua software itself is implemented with Aavors[Ref. 1 :p. 1]. This allows flexibility in 
the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM. The flexibility is greatly seen in the use of Common LISP 
code throughout the application developed, and within Joshua structures, such as rules. 
This allows for message displays not related to Joshua, but rather to the application itself. 
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In addition, external structures, such as databases, can be addressed and manipulated 
directly using LISP functions and methods. 
The heart of Joshua is a rule-based inference language, consisting of five major 
elements: 
1. Predications - The knowledge or facts of the database; also referred as statements, 
or assertions. 
2. Rules - The means of defining relationships among predications, as well as 
procedural knowledge. 
3. Database - The entire collection of predications and rules remembered by the 
system. 
4. Protocol of Inference - Joshua's mechanism to integrate the above elements and 
execute the system reasoning. 
5. Truth Maintenance System (TMS) - The system to maintain explanations of the 
reasoning detennined by the Protocol of Inference, and maintain overall system 
consistency. 
Modularity is designed within Joshua. This modularity localizes developmental changes, 
and supports system modeling[Ref. 1 :pp. 1-6], and thus, the Protocol of Inference is 
further divided into five functional groups: 
1. Database Interface - Supervises additions/deletions of predications to/from the 
database. 
2. Truth Maintenance System (TMS) Protocol - Supervises all deductive 
dependencies. 
3. User Inter/ace Protocol - Controls the interaction with a system user. 
4. Rule Indexing Protocol - Manages the rules in the database. 
5. Rule Customimtion Protocol - Manages the rule compiler. 
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Additionally, Genera's program development facilities are also available for use by 
Joshua, to include the Zmacs editor, User Interface Management System, input/output 
abilities, and Dynamic Windowing. 
2. JOSHUA PREDICATIONS 
a. Introduction 
Joshua, like other AI programming facilities, entails working with facts 
that represent the knowledge of the system. Programs then build, store, and reason with 
these facts, going on to build, store and even remove other new facts. This cycle then 
begins again until no new facts are available. Joshua facts, called predications, are really 
just Flavor instances. This section discusses the essentials of creating and storing 
predications. Other related topics, such as logic variables and logical connectives, are 
also introduced. The process of using predications for reasoning is within the realm of 
rules and is reviewed in the section 3. 
b. Predications and Predicates 
Predications are stored in the expert system database. The knowledge 
they represent is available to the system and can be manipulated by system rules. 
Broadly equivalent terms for predications are statements, assertions, and facts. The 
Joshua system protocol also allows additional system manipulations other than just rule 
manipulation [Ref. l:p. 13]: 
1. Insertion of predications into the database. 
2. Review of predications in the database. 
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3. Conduct inference of predications by system rules. 
4. Supply of specific justifications to predications. 
5. Deletion of predications from the database. 
Note, predications can be manipulated like any other LISP object. Predications consists 
of two parts - the predicate, the first item, and its corresponding arguments, zero or more. 
Brackets always enclose a predication. Figure 4.1 shows some examples of predications. 
[healthy Catherine] 
[author-of (poems plays) Shakespeare] 
[is-assigned current-lin ere-a] 
Figure 4.1. Predication Examples 
c. Defining Predicates 
Predicates are the names of relationships; they organize knowledge within 
a predication and further express the relationship among its parts. A Joshua predicate 
must be defined prior to its use within a predication. The system macro define-predicate 
is the vehicle to defme new predicates. This definition establishes the format, specifies 
the required arguments within the predication in which it is used, and optionally shows 
any customized method of controlling the predicate. To remove any predicate definition, 
the system macro un define-predicate must be used. It is important to note that while 
this macro removes the predicate definition, it does not remove any predications built with 
that predicate prior to undefining it. These predications must be explicitly removed from 
the database world. Examples of predicate definitions are shown in Figure 4.2. 
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(define-predicate healthy (any-object)) 
(define-predicate has-night-ops (current-toe») 
Figure 4.2. Examples of Defining Predicates 
Once predicates are defined, knowledge can be expressed in numerous different 
predications, each using different arguments depending on the context of the specific 
problem. The ERe EXPERT SYSTEM predicates are found in Appendix L. These 
predicates are the first items loaded upon system load into the database, a.,d are 
immediately available for use in predications. U sing the above definition of the 




Figure 4.3. Predications Using "healthy" Predicate 
Using the context of the predicate healthy in above figure, if the problem required the 
identification of healthy people then the example concerning Mary would be appropriate. 
In another problem, identification of ways to maintain health, the predications of eat-fruil 
and exercise-regularly are suitable. Overall, the same predicate definition can be used in 
numerous applications. 
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d. Predications and Truth Values 
For any predication to be "available" to the system, it must be inserted 
into the database. The function tell asserts a predication into the database. The database 
is the extensible collection of all predications and their associated information. The 
function untell removes a predication from the database, and frees any related storage 
space as well. As the name implies, untell is the opposite function of tell. Using tell 
is quite simple, as shown in Figure 4.4. 
(tell [has-night-ops 17487LOOO]) 
[has-night-ops 17487LOOO] 
T 
Figure 4.4. Use of the tell function 
Note that tell returns the predication object that is asserted into the database and a 
boolean value whether the predication is being inserted for the flrst time or not. This is 
not the associated truth value. If the above predication were previously inserted into the 
database, the boolean value nil would be returned. A truth value denotes what the system 
knows about the truth state of any database predication; it is associated with a predication 
when the predication is inserted into the database. The truth values of predications 
change as knowledge is acquired and the database is updated. Predications can have only 
one of four possible truth values: 
1. *true* (appears under "True things" in database display). 
2. *false* (appears under "False things" in database display). 
3. *unknown* (does not appear in database display). 
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4. *contradictory* (a transient state; does not appear). 
Truth values are manipulated by the user or by the Truth Maintenance System(TMS). 
The TMS is covered in a future section. 
Joshua has a three-valued logic system. A predication is *true* if its 
arguments are believed to satisfy the predicates, and *false* if its arguments are not. 
When using predications, the function tell applies the belief that a predicate's arguments 
are true. The not prefix to a predication changes the truth value of a predication from 
*true* to *false*, and vice versa. It is very important to understand that the untell 
function does not reverse a truth value, but rather deletes a predication from the database. 
Examples of the use of tell, untell and not follow in Figure 4.5. 
If a predication is neither *true* nor *false·, it is *unknown·. A 
predication becomes *unknown· when no '\i':Ld reason supports it. In some languages, 
such as Prolog, a fact is assumeJ to be false until proven to be true. Joshua does not 
subscribe to such a "closed world view". For example, if a predication's truth value is 
originaliy *true·, and the underlying reasoning for its truth is removed from the database, 
the predication's truth value becomes *unknown·. From a reasoning viewpoint, a 
predication with a truth value of ·unknown· is indistinguishable from one that is not in 
the database at all. Thus, a predication whose truth value changes to *unknown*, 
physically remains in the database but is conceptually not visible. If the underlying 
reasoning is reinserted into the database, then the predication will again be "visible"; its 
truth value will change back to ·true*, and the predication will once again be used in the 
inference process. This is efficient in the sense that predications do not require 
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reassertion as the database is constantly changed by system inference and reasoning. The 
truth value of *unknown* is primarily useful to the TMS to maintain logical consistency 
as the database is modified. 
(tell [has-night-ops 17487LOOO) 
[BAS-NIGBT-OPS l7487LOOO] 
(tell [has-night-ops 06203LOOO) 
[BAS-NIGBT-OPS 06203LOOO] 






(tell [not [has-night-ops 17487LOOO]) 
[NOT [BAS-NIGBT-OPS l7487LOOO] 





(untell [not [has-night-ops 17487LOOO)) 
NIL 





Figure 4.5. Use of tell, untell, and not 
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The final truth value for a predication is *contradictory*. This occurs 
when a predication is believed to be both *true* and *false* at the same time. This truth 
value is also primarily meaningful to the TMS. An excellent example of a contradiction 
is reviewed below and is found in the Joshua Basics Manual[Ref. l:p. 20]. Using the 
mythical story about Medea and her son Jason, two tell operations insert facts about 
Medea. The first fact is a direct input into the database, (tell [loves Medea Jason]); the 
second fact, [LOVES MEDEA HER·CHILDREN] is deduced from some forward 
chaining rule, based on the belief that [loves Medea Jason]. Now, if the first fact's truth 
value is changed by using the not prefix, the fact becomes *false*, but the second fact 
that was generated by the rule remains, and thus a contradiction is generated. 
e. Logic Variables 
A Joshua logic variable is a special object and is recognized by Symbolics 
Common Lisp. A logic variable is identified by the equivalence symbol =. In contrast 
to constants, logic variables provide the ability to make more generalized statements and 
queries about predications, and provide capability to generate patterns. Figure 4.6 
demonstrates the use of logic variables and pattern matching. Presented first are some 
statements about children using the "child" predicate. Then using the Joshua system 
query function ask, with a logic variable, all of the children in the database can be found. 
The query with this logic variable finds all correct matches within the database. Figure 
4.6 also shows the query concerning the assertions of the children into the database. The 
query is invoked three times, once for each pattern that satisfies the query. An 
explanation of this query follows. At the query onset, the logic variable =person is 
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(define-predicate child (person» 
(tell [child Catherine]) 
[CHILD CATHERINE] 
T 
(tell [child Joe]) 
[CHILD JOB] 
T 
(tell [child Chris]) 
[CHILD cmuS] 
T 




Figure 4.6. Logic Variables and Pattern Matching 
uninstantiated and can match any database object. Therefore, this logic variable matches 
any argument in the same position in the database predication, as long as the predicate 
used matches the predicate child used in the query. At this point, Joshua searches the 
database to find the first predication with the predicate child. The first predication found 
is the one with the argument Catherine. Therefore, Catherine is temporarily instantiated 
for the logic variable =person. The query pattern matches and the resulting answer is 
printed. Once the query is executed, Joshua uninstantiates the logic variable and searches 
agaiil until all matching patterns are exhausted. 
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f. Logical Connectives 
Up to this point a predication has been discussed simply as a single 
predicate and its corresponding arguments. In general, knowledge statements are much 
more useful when expressed in some logical combinations with other statements. Joshua 
provides three logical predicates and, or, and not to accomplish this task. All of these 
connectives are extremely important to the develop of the ERC rules. Inability to use 
these connectives in the antecedent portion of the rule is another flaw in the expert system 
shell in the CAA report. Once predicates are defined, compound predications can be 
created as shown in Figure 4.7. 




(tell [and [has-night-ops 17487LOOO] 
[has-night-ops 06108LOOO]] 
[has-eat-code 17487LOOO 1]) 
[BAS-NIGHT-OPS 17487LOOO] 
[BAS-NIGHT-OPS 06108LOOO] 
[BAS-CAT-CODE 17487LOOO 1] 
(ask [and [or [child =person]] 
[and [has-night-ops =toe-num] 






Figure 4.7. Logical Connectives/Compound Predications 
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Overall, logical connectives ease the assertion of data into the database, and additionally 
focus and/or refine queries. This in turn cuts down on database search time. 
g. Summary 
Within this section the basic establishment of the know ledge database was 
discussed. The foundation to the ERe EXPERT SYSTEM database is the predication or 
fact. Predications have four possiole truth values, *true*, *false*, *unknown *, and 
*contradictory*. The use of logical variables and logical connectives enhances the 
manipulation of predications created in the database. The following section about Joshua 
rules details how an expert system can reason on the predications in the database. 
3. RULES AND INFERENCE 
Q. Introduction 
A rule is an independent composition of declarative and procedural 
information that defines how a system conducts inference[Ref. l:p. 37]. Inference is the 
process by which an expert system drives through a set of given rules, acquiring new 
facts during the process, and executing rules to arrive at a conclusion[Ref. 3:p.3-1]. So 
far, predications have been identified as the way to define and collect needed information 
for the expert system. Predications within the ERe EXPERT SYSTEM provide the 
database with facts about specific pieces of information in a given TOE. ERe rules 
define the reasoning or inference process that can be made from these known equipment 
facts. As noted earlier, the rules developed for the ERe EXPERT SYSTEM are derived 
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from Appendix I of the CAA Study Report[Ref. 3:pp. 1-134]. In this section, Joshua's 
rule control structure, rule definition, how rules work and rule monitoring are· discussed. 
From this awareness of the Joshua rule system, ERC rules are easily created. 
b. Forward Verses Backward Chaining 
Reasoning by rules in Joshua entails either forward or backward 
chaining[Ref. 1 :p. 37]. Forward chaining is data-directed inference, reasoning from 
known facts to some conclusion[Ref. l:p. 37;Ref. 7:p. 102]. In Joshua, forward chaining 
is activated by tell. Thus, whenever a new predication is asserted into the database, the 
system examines the forward chaining rules, and reasons to derive conclusions from the 
new knowledge given by the tell statement Backward chaining, on the other hand, 
reasons to satisfy some given conclusion. Backward chaining is defined as goal-directed 
iliference[Ref. l:p. 37;Ref. 7:p. 100]. A backward chaining rule looks for facts to support 
a goal. In this study, the TOE provides the facts about pieces of equipment and their 
usage within a TOE. The rules within this expert system lead from these facts to generate 
the conclusion, i.e. the correct ERC. Thus, forward chaining is the control structure 
chosen for ERC EXPERT SYSTEM. 
c. Defining Forward Rules 
Joshua rules are defined with the system function defrule. All Joshua 
rules have the following parameters: 
1. A user-supplied rule name. 
2. A required keyword specifying the rule's control structure(either forward or 
backward chaining). 
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3. A combination of patterns divided into the antecedent (also known as the trigger 
part, or if-pan), and the consequent(also known as the action pan, or then-pan). 
The Joshua syntax for the function defrule follows [Ref. 8:p. 126]: 
defrule rule-name (control-structure &rest arguments) 
if if-part then then-part 
Figure 4.8 depicts an example of a rule definition. 
(defrule dragon-id-kit (:forward) 
if [and [huge =creature] 
[breathes =creature fire] 
[or [guards =creature gold] 
[guards =creature maiden]]] 
then [dragon =creature]) 
Figure 4.8. Example of a Rule Definition 
In this forward rule. the trigger part is a compound predication pattern that must be 
completely satisfied for the action part to execute or fire. This rule shows the entire 
trigger pan is joined by and. thus all conditions under and portion of the rule must be 
met to satisfy the forward trigger. There is also an or connective. which allows any 
condition within its portion to be met and then the or is satisfied. The Joshua command 
Show Joshua Rules displays all currently defined rules. This command has various 
options to allow for tailoring of the display[Ref. 8:pp. 133-134]. 
d. How Forward Rules Work 
As stated previously, data-directed inference is activated by the assertion 
of new facts into the database with the tell function. A fact is only new when the system 
is "told" something for the first time. Once a fact is in the database, if you tell the same 
fact again. it is no longer new and will not activate any rule firing. Similarly. a fact that 
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is unjustified, and then you tell that fact again, it is not new knowledge since it was never 
removed from the database. 
When all conditions of forward rule's if-parts are satisfied, the rule is 
then triggered; it fires and executes the rule's actions in the then-parts. The action part 
can stipulate any action to include LISP code. Any new facts inferred from the current 
facts are automatically asserted into the database, and in turn can trigger more rules. This 
can continue to generate chains of new facts and rule firings until no more new facts are 
generated. Using the rule definition of a "dragon-id-kit" in Figure 4.8, the following 
figures show an example of the rule firing. Figure 4.9 will provide the first two 
predications necessary to trigger the rule. 
(tell [huge dudley]) 
[HOGE DUDLEY] 
T 
(tell [breathes dudley fire]) 
[BREATHES DUDLEY FIRE] 
T 
Figure 4.9. Predications for Rule Triggering 
At this point, the database contains the rule definition found in Figure 4.8 and the two 
predications shown above. These predications satisfy the first two lines in the rule 
definition. However, it will require a third predication about what the "creature" guards 
before the rule is triggered. Figure 4.10 will add the final predication to trigger the 
dragon-id-kit rule. Thus, the addition of the final predication completely satisfies the rule 
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(tell [guards dudley gold]) 
[GOAlU)S DOOLEY GOLD] 
T 
[DRAGON DOOLEY) 
Figure 4.10. Final Predication to Trigger Rule 
trigger, causes it to fire and generates the new fact [DRAGON DUDLEY], i.e. 
identifying Dudley as a dragon. This chain of forward chained inferences continues as 
long as there are new facts that fully trigger forward rules in the system. 
e. Rule Tracing 
To watch the execution of rules, the Joshua system command Enable 
Joshua Tracing needs to be issued. This command accepts an option of Forward Rules, 
Backward Rules, or All depending on the type of rule monitoring desired[Ref. 1 :pp. 110-
113]. It also presents a message every time a rule fires. With forward rules the message 
appears when the if-part of the rule is completely satisfied, and just prior to the execution 
of the then-part. Figure 4.11 displays forward rule tracing. 
Enable Joshua Tracing (Type of tracing) Forward Rules 
Forward Chaining tracing is on 
Tracing All forward rules 
Traced Events: Fire and Queue 
(tell [guards dudley maiden]) 
[GUARDS DOOLEY MAIDEN) 
• Firing forward rule DRAGON-ID-KIT (1 trigger) 
• [DRAGON DOOLEY) 
NIL 
Figure 4.11. Tracing Forward Rules 
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Notice that in this execution of the rule the message appeared after the predication that 
satisfied the rule trigger and just before the action took place. In addition, the system 
response of NIL appeared at the end because the fact of dudley's identification as a 
dragon is already known in the database. 
/. Sum11Ulry 
This section entailed the concepts of Joshua rules and the rule inference. 
Forward chaining is the control structure used due to the clear dependence on the TOE 
data that drives the rule definition. Joshua provides a very simple format to follow to 
define any rule required. In addition, the Joshua system furnishes a tracing mechanism 
to aid in debugging programs and monitoring rule dependence. The final section of this 
chapter will briefly cf! ~., .s the Joshua Truth Maintenance System. 
4. JOSHUA TRUTH MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 
A Truth Maintenance System (TMS) is a device used by deductive systems to 
maintain dependencies and relationships among statements or facts in a knowledge 
database. There are two primary functions of TMS: first, to annotate and preserve the 
reasoning support of all predications in the database; and second, to maintain the logical 
consistency and truth of the predications.[Ref. I :p. 64; Ref. 6:p. 265] There are three 
major types of TMS[Ref. 6:p. 268]: 
1. Justification TMS (JTMS) 
2. Logic-based TMS (L TMS) 
3. Assumption-based (A TMS) 
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Joshua provides a TMS as part of its overall software system, and is an option that can 
be included at the developer's discretion in any application development. The use of the 
TMS is included in this study. Joshua supports a logical or clausal TMS(LTMS)[Ref. l:p. 
64]. To use this LTMS, it must be provided as an argument to a predicate definition. 
Figure 4.12 provides a predicate definition specifying the use of the Joshua LTMS. 
(define-predicate has-night-ops (current-toe) 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-model» 
Figure 4.12. Specifying the Use of LTMS 
The L TMS provides the El{C EXPERT SYSTEM with the mechanism to manage the 
predications in the database. In addition, the L TMS operations can be traced and 
monitored in the same fashion as rules. The Joshua command Enable Joshua Tracing 
TMS Operations will invoke the tracing. Once activated, this tracing will display 
messages of all predication manipulation, truth value changes within the database and also 
provide the underlying reason for such a change. A complete overview of the Joshua 
L TMS is provided in Section 9 of the Joshua manual[Ref. 1 :pp 64-78]. 
C. A GUIDE THROUGH THE ERe EXPERT SYSTEM 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The basic concepts of the expert system and Joshua have been presented. A 
step-by-step escort through the implementation follows. This guide details the highlights 
of the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM. Predicate definitions, reading of the data from a TOE 
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into the database, rule usage, and LISP functions used within the system are all presented. 
Once this review is finished, a complete understanding of the entire system should be 
acquired. Further development of the system can also be accomplished. 
2. THE GUIDE 
The predicate definitions of the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM are maintained in the 
LISP file ere-predicates. This file and all others referenced are found in the appendices. 
In particular, the predicates for night operations, branch, old and new ERC, and for the 
current line item number(LIN) will be addressed. The definitions for each of these 
predicates are shown in Figure 4.13. 
(define-predicate has-night-ops (*current-toe*) 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-model» 
(define-predicate has-branch (current-toe *branch*) 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-model» 
(define-predicate is-lin (current-lin *lin*) 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-model» 
(define-predicate has-old-erc (current-lin *old-erc*) 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-model» 
(define-predicate has-new-erc (current-lin *new-erc*) 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-model» 
Figure 4.13. ERe EXPERT SYSTEM Predicates 
Note that in all of these predicate definitions the option to use the TMS as part of the 
predicate is chosen. This aids the rule developer in "seeing" what occurs in the database 
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in order to track rule dependencies and/or correct present rules. Once all system have 
been defined, assertion of data in the form of predications can occur. 
The data to be asserted into the database comes from the TOE selected by the 
user for evaluation. After this selection occurs, either the "auto-mode" or "step-mode" 
command is chosen from the command menu. Both commands' functionality is the same 
in regards to extracting data from a TOE for instantiation of the arguments of a predicate 
definition. The LISP functions auto-read-cu"ent-toe and read-cu"ent-toe extract a line 
of data from the TOE. Each line of data is tested for the record type, i.e. A-record, B-
record, etc., and the appropriate data is assigned to a specified global variable in 
accordance to the record type. The record layouts for each type of record are found in 
the appendices. The data required for the predicates being shown here are the branch for 
the TOE to instantiate the *branch* variable; the current LIN and its current ERe, if any, 
to instantiate the *Iin* and *old-erc* variables. The *new-erc* and the *current-toe* 
variables will be instantiated only if the rule is triggered, causing the variable assignment 
to transpire. Again this action is seen within the Joshua Display of the interface because 
the predicates are defined with the TMS option. 
There are two rules to monitor which can be affected by the predicates defined 
above. Both rules are shown in Figure 4.14. As each predication is asserted by the read 
functions noted above, the database is continually searched to match this assertion with 
any rule trigger. This repetitious procedure continues until no further predication 
assertion is made. If an entire trigger of a forward rule is matched then the rule will fire. 
In order to generate this rule firing here, numerous predication assertions must be made. 
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For example, a branch of 01,07, 17, 19 or 31 that is part of the A-record layout for a 
TOE must be found in the database to fIre the night operations rule. Assertions must be 
made into the database to execute the rule firing. The function show-rule-firing at the 
end of the all rules, displays the result of a rule's action. In this case the difference or 
concurrence between the *old-erc* and *new-erc* is found by the system. Figure 4.15 
shows the effects of predications, made after reading numerous lines of a TOE. 
(defrule night-ops131 
(: forward 
:documentation CAA report, p. I-23) 
if [or [has-branch CURRENT-TOE 01] 
[has-branch CURRENT-TOE 07] 
(has-branch CURRENT-TOE 17] 
(has-branch CURRENT-TOE 19] 
(has-branch CURRENT-TOE 31]] 




:documentation CAA report, p. 1-81) 
if [or (is-lin CURRENT-LIN T13168] 
(is-lin CURRENT-LIN T13169] 
(is-lin CURRENT-LIN T13174] 
[is-lin CURRENT-LIN Z77258] 
[is-lin CURRENT-LIN F40307] 
* 
* [is-lin CURRENT-LIN H57505] 
then [and (setf *new-erc* IP) 
(tell (make-predication 
I (has-new-erc CURRENT-LIN *new-erc*))) 
(show-rule-firing)]) 
Figure 4.14. ERC EXPERT SYSTEM Rule Definitions 
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(tell (make-predication' (has-branch CURRENT-TOE 17))) 
• Justifying: [HAS-BRANCH CURRENT-TOE 17] <-- Premise 
• Firing forward rule NIGHT-OPS131 (1 trigger) 
• Justifying : [HAS-NIGHT-OPS CURRENT-TOE] <-- Rule: 
Nigbt-OPS131 
(tell (make-predication '(has-old-erc CURRENT-LIN B) 
• Justifying : [HAS-OLD-ERC CURRENT-LIN Al 
T 
(tell (make-predication' (is-lin CURRENT-LIN K56733))) 
• Justifying : [IS-LIN CURRENT-LIN K56733] <-- Premise 
T 
** assertions currently have no effect on any rule ** 
(tell (make-predication '(has-old-erc CURRENT-LIN A) 
• Justifying : [HAS-OLD-ERC CURRENT-LIN Al 
T 
(tell (make-predication' (is-lin CURRENT-LIN T13169))) 
• Justifying : [IS-LIN CURRENT-LIN T13169] <-- Premise 
• Firing forward rule ERCP531 (1 trigger) 
• Justifying : [HAS-NEW-ERC CURRENT-LIN P] <-- Premise 
TOE: 17487LOOO PARA: 3 LIN: T13169 OLD-ERC: A NEW-ERC: P 
Figure 4.15. Effects of Predications on Rule Triggers 
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The last feature shown in this tour of the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM is the rule 
management. Any rule name that appears in the Joshua Display of the interface is 
automatically mouse-active. Therefore the rule can be pointed to and various operations 
can be induced on that rule. This is one of the strong points that the Joshua software 
provides to the expert system developer. For instance, to view a rule definition, middle-
click with the mouse, the rule defmition displays within the Joshua Display Window. 
Most important are the special key meta and the left-button. This key combination 
inserts the rule pointed at into the Z-macs editor for immediate editing. These operations 
are addressed in Chapter 5. 
Overall, while a TOE is in the development process, a question can arise 
during the review of the TOE document concerning an ERC assignment. The appropriate 
TOE can be selected into the expert system, stepped through to identify all rule firing and 
rule consequences, and finally, provide on-the-spot corrections either in the rule itself or 
the TOE document. In either case, the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM provides an extremely 
powerful tool to the TOE documentation process. 
D. SUMMARY 
This chapter discussed the elements of the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM and the 
specifications to run this system on top of the Joshua software. Predications are the 
fundamental element to provide facts to the database. Through matching of predications 
to the if-part of system rules, new facts are generated or conclusions found, i.e. 
appropriate ERC codes are assigned to TOE equipment. The tracing capabilities of the 
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Joshua and its rule managing features, facilitate the supervision of the database a 
manageable task. Lastly, the LTMS ensures overall system consistency. This guide 
presented the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM's internals and demonstrated the functionality of 
the overall system. Using this guide as a base, further development of the ERC EXPERT 
SYSTEM can be accomplished. In the following chapter the interface is presented to 
demonstrate the overall system use and provide a "visual" point of view to the system. 
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V. USER INTERFACE 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The ERe EXPERT SYSTEM is not a stand-alone system, but is intended to 
integrate into the overall automated TOE documentation process. In this case, the ERe 
EXPERT SYSTEM is designed to read the output of a TOE created by the TRADOC 
DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM(1DS) database maintained at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. 
The ERe coding process should follow these steps: 
1. A IDS TOE document is transmitted through some communication channel to the 
Symbolics 36xx machine maintaining the ERe EXPERT SYSTEM. 
2. The ERe EXPERT SYSTEM is invoked in the automatic mode. 
3. The ERe codes are appropriately assigned by the system. 
4. The updated TOE is retransmitted back to the IDS. 
Once a TOE is available on Symbolics 36xx disk for retrieval into the ERe EXPERT 
SYSTEM, a session is ready to be performed. The following sections describe the visual 
interface, conduction of an ERe EXPERT SYSTEM session, and rule management. 
B. VISUAL INTERFACE 
The visual interface was created using the Define-Program-Framework Flavor 
provided within Symbolics Common LISP. Figure 5.1 shows the interface window. The 
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1. A set of TOE infonnation windows displaying all relevant TOE infonnation for 
the selected TOE. 
2. A Joshua display window depicting the current status of the database, assertion of 
facts, display messages from the Truth Maintenance System, and user selected 
infonnation during rule maintenance. 
3. A mouse-activated command menu. 
4. A' step' mode is provided for rule maintenance. In addition, this mode has the 
side effect of permitting a TOE developer to learn how and why a particular ERC 
code is applied to a specified piece of equipment in a TOE. 
5. An 'auto' mode is provided and is the preferred method of use. User intervention 
is not required for this mode to run. 
The interface consists of nine windows: seven display windows, a command menu 
window, and an interactor window. The entire windowing display is created using 
Symbolics Common Lisp Flavor Define-Program-Framework. The details to this Flavor 
are well documented[Ref. 2:pp. 21-46]. 
The upper six windows are display windows containing specific TOE infonnation 
for a user selected TOE. The expert system updates these display windows automatically 
as the system runs. Figure 5.2 presents an example of the TOE infonnation from left 
window to right: 
1. The specific TOE number of the IDS document currently in the database. The 
TOE number is read from the A-record of a TOE document. 
2. The TOE title of the current TOE document and is also read from the A-record. 
3. The current TOE paragraph read into the database. The paragraph is derived from 
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Select Toe 
Show Joshua Database 
Show Joshua Predicaus 
Show Joshua Rules 
Step Read Current Toe 
4. The current Line Item Number(LIN) read into the database. This is the actual 
piece of equipment which has been read into the database and is reasoned with. 
5. The "old" ERe is the current ERe code for the LIN noted above. 
6. The "new" ERe is the correct ERe code determined by the ERe EXPERT 
SYSTEM rules for the given piece of equipment noted above. 
The large main window centered in the Symbolics monitor is also a display window 
titled Joshua Display. Interactively displayed in this window are: the predications 
resulting from direct assertions within the code and from forward-chaining events, 
database infonnation derived from execution of Joshua commands, and system generated 
messages. The Joshua display window is a scrolling window providing easy access to the 
relatively large volume of infonnation displayed during any user session. 
At the bottom of the screen are the command menu window and the interactor 
window. The command menu contains all expert system commands necessary to activate 
TOE selection, induces reading of the TOE, and retrieves Joshua database infonnation. 
Note, several other system commands not displayed on the command menu are embedded 
into Lisp functions or consolidated into commands displayed on the menu. As the user 
selects a mouse-actuated command from the command menu, the selected command is 
displayed in the interactor window. Any resulting message and/or infonnation is passed 
into the Joshua Display window. 
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C. ERC EXPERT SYSTEM SESSION 
1. Selecting a TOE 
A TOE is selected using the command Select TOE from the command menu. 
The LISP function select-toe is invoked to select the appropriate TOE. All IDS TOE 
documents must be placed in a physical pathname directory toe-data under the logical 
pathname used for the system. The LISP function looks into this directory to find and 
display all TOEs available for selection. Figure 5.3 presents the TOE selection process. 
A possible modification to this operation is to allow a selection of multiple TOE's at one 
time as compared to only one at a time in this system. Once selected a TOE the ERe 
EXPERT SYSTEM is now ready to read through the TOE to determine the ERe. 
2. Auto Mode Versus Step Mode 
The preferred method of running a session is to use the command AUlO Read 
Current Toe. This will initiate the reading of the TOE line by line and placing 
predications into the database for reasoning. No further intervention is required after 
issuing this command. The alternate command to run a session is Step Read Current Toe. 
This command is specifically used for rule management as discussed in a Section D of 
this chapter, but can be invoked to effect the side effect of teaching a TOE analyst how 
the system executes an ERe determination and what rule was used to determine a 
particular ERe. Both commands are invoked by placing the mouse pointer on the 
command and clicking the left mouse button. Note all commands are executed by first 
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further commands that can be invoked are noted in the standard LISP display at the 
bottom of the window, noting the appropriate key-mouse combination to issue a 
command. At the end of a session of a selected TOE, all windows are cleared and a 
message is displayed to indicate the end of the session. See Figure 5.4 for an example. 
3. ERC Determination 
The system reads each line in the TOE, skipping through any personnel 
records, to assert each equipment line, D-record or E-record, into the database as a 
predication. The unification process matches any knowledge in the database against the 
system rules to determine an ERC for the current LIN. If so, the rule is triggered and a 
system message is displayed to the JOSHUA DISPLAY window. This procedure is 
noted in Figure 5.5. 
4. Window and Joshua Display Commands 
To invoke a specific window or Joshua command is only a matter of 
"mousing" on the appropriate command in the command menu. The TOE windows, the 
main display window, or all windows can be flushed at any time. To redisplay any item 
in the TOE display windows, each TOE window item must be selected individually. 
Display in the Joshua Display occurs again automatically when the next TOE item is 
read by the system and thus a specific command is not provided. 
Three Joshua commands are provided for a user to see the status of the ERC 
EXPERT SYSTEM. The first, Show Joshua Database, displays all current predications 




























REVIEWED TOE 17487LOOO 
NO MORE RECORDS FOUND !! 
TOE COMPLETE !! 
Auto Read Currll!nt Too! Display New Ere 
Clnr Joshua DatabaslI! Display Old Ere 
Disablll! All Rulli! Tracing Display TOil! Numbll!r 
Display Current lin Display Toe Paragraph 
ERe EXPERT SYSTE" connand: Flush RII Uindovs 
ERe EXPERT 6YSIE" con"and: S.I.ct ro. 
Display Toe 
Flush All Windows 
Flush Joshua Display 
Flush Toe Windows 
ERe EXPERT SYSIE" connand: Ruto R.ad Curr.nt roe 
ERe EXPERT SVSTE" con"and: 
Select Toe 
Show Joshua Database 
Show Joshua Predieati!!S 
Show Joshua Rules 































17487LOOO ARMD CA V TRP, ACS, ACR 
C-RITURlJREAIJlT 
C-RECOAD READ II 
C-AECORO READ II 
C-RECORD READ II 
D-RECORD READ !I 
~ Justifying: [IS-LIN .CURRENT -LIN Z56289] (-- PREMISE 
~ Jusllfylng: [IIAS-OLD-EIlC .CURIlENT -LIN A] (-- PREMISE 
D-RECORD READ II 
~ Justifying: [IS-LIN .CURRENT -LIN L"I0063] (-- PREMISE 
D-RECORD READ II 
~ Justifying: [IS-LIN .CURRENT-LiN L"I57"10] (-- PREMISE 
D-RECORD READ II 
~ Justifying: [IS-LIN .CURRENT-LiN C76335] (-- PREMISE 
~ FIring forward rule ERCP531 (1 trigger) 
3 
~ Justifying: rfIAS-NEW-ERC .CURRENT-LiN P] (-- Rule: ERCP531 
lOE: 17487LOOO PARA: 3 LIN: C76335 OLD-ERC: A NEW-ERC: P 
Auto Read Current Toe 
Clear Joshua Database 
Disable All Rule Tracing 
Display Current lin 
Display New Erc 
[Ii splay Old Erc 
Di splay Toe Number 
Display Toe Paragraph 
Display Toe Tille 
Flush All Windows 
Flush Josh"" Display 
Flush Toe Windows 
ERe EXPERT SVSTEn connand 
ERe EXPERT SVSTEn connand 
ERe EXPERT SVSTEn connand 
ERe EXPERT SVSTEn connand 
Step Read Current Toe 
Step Read Current To. 
St.p Re4d Current To. 
Select Toe 
Show Joshua Database 
Show Joshua Predicates 




Step Read Current Toe 
J 
Joshua Predicates presents all predicates definitions. The last Joshua command, Show 
Joshua Rules, offers all currently defined rules in the system. Figure 5.6 outlines all of 
these commands in one display. Management of these rules is the cornerstone of 
managing the entire ERC EXPERT SYSTEM process. The following section covers the 
rule management. 
D. ERe RULE MANAGEMENT 
One of the most advantageous facets of using of the Joshua software, along with 
the TMS, is the versatility of rule management. Joshua provides immediate access into 
the Zmacs editor for rule revision. To invoke this aspect, first move the mouse pointer 
to any rule name in the Joshua Display, whether the name was displayed after a rule 
trigger or through the use of Show Joshua Rules command, and press the meta key and 
the left mouse button simultaneously. This invokes the Zmacs editor buffer and inserts 
the rule into this buffer for editing. Once editing is complete, compiling the new rule 
definition and reloading the rule must follow for the database to be updated. If the user 
desires only to examine the rule definition, moving the mouse pointer to a rule name and 
clicking the middle mouse button will display the rule definition in the Joshua Display 
window. Figure 5.7 is the invocation of the middle mouse button; Figure 5.8 shows a 
rule in the Z-Macs buffer after utilizing the meta key with the left mouse button. These 
two mouse features are the foundation for managing the system rules. 
The naming convention used in this study is explicit to three items: first, the 



































17487LOOO ARMD CAY TRP, ACS, ACR 3 
True thIng 
[H"::;-NIGHT -OPS .CURRENT - TOE] 
[HAS-BRANCH .CURRENT - TOE 17] 
[HAS-TOE-NUM .CURRENT - TOE II 7487l0001] 
fHAS-PROPONENT .CURRENT - TOE 106] 
[HAS-CAT -COOE .C'IRfll'MT - TOE 11 
[IS-UN .CURRENT -UN 256269) 
[IS-UN .CURRENT -LIN l40063] 
[IS-LIN .CURRENT-L1N l45740] 
[IS-UN .CURRENT-UN C763351 
[HAS-OlD-ERC .CURRENT -UN AJ 
[HAS-NEW-ERC .CURRENT -UN P] 
- TOE 'BRANCH') 
-TOE 'CAl-COOP) 
'AAI'MT - TOE -PARA 'MISSION') 
-UN "NEW-ERC') 
- TOE') 
r -UN 'OLD-ERC') 
III1HAS-PROPONElin (CURRENT-TOE 'PROP') 
NUM (CURRENT-rOE 'TOE-NUM') 
IS-A-VALlD-B (VAUD-BRANCI-o 'BRANCH') 
IS-EXAMPLE-OF (NAME TYPE) 
IS-FUNCTION (CURRENT -L1N-FUNC 'FUNC') 
IS-LIN (CURRENT -LIN "LIN') 
IS-PIIRAGRAPH (CURRENT - TOE-PARA 'PARA') 
KNOWN (PREDICATION) 
PROVABLE (PREDICA nON) 
VALID-BRANCH ('BRANCH') 
ERCA532 ERCA535 ERCA536 ERCA611 ERCB422 ERCB481 ERCB538 ERCC471 
ERCP533 ERCP534 NIGHT -OPS131 
Backward Rules In Package USER (really JOSHUA-USER) 
Auto Read Current Toe 
Clear Joshua Database 
Disable All Rule Tracing 
Display Current lin 
Display New Erc 
Display Old Erc 
Display Toe Number 
Display Toe Paragraph 
Display Toe Title 
Flush All Windows 
Flush Joshua Display 
Flush Toe Windows 
ERe EKPERT SYSTEM co""snd Shou Jo_hu~ D~tabas. 
ERe EKPERT aYSTEM connftnd Shou JO$hu~ Pr.dicat.s 
ERe EKPERT SYSTEM con"and Shou Joshu~ Rul.s 
ERe EKPERT SYSTEM connand 
Select Toe 
Show Joshua Database 
Show Joshua Predicates 
Show Joshua Rules 




the number of that category; and fmally. the ERC code concluded by the rule. As an 
example. the name of a rule is generated using a rule found in the CAA study report. 
The selected rule determines an ERC for a weapon or weapon system that is also a pacing 
item[Ref. 3:p. 1-81]. This rule is found under category 5.3 WEAPON & ASSOCIATED 
EQUIPMENT RULES; it is also the first rule in that category and concludes that the 
ERC of P should be assigned. Thus. a suitable name for this rule is found to be 
ERCPS31. Following the Joshua convention of defining a rule. the rule definition is 
(defrule ERCP531 (.forward) ...• and so forth to complete the entire rule definition. All 
rules for a specific category are placed in the same LISP file. The LISP rule file 
corresponds to the category name. In this case. the LISP me maintaining the rules for 
weapons is ERC-RULES-WEAPONS. 
E. SUMMARY 
Chapter 5 covered the visual interface. conduction of a ERC EXPERT SYSTEM 
session and most importantly. the management of the rules in the system. The interface 
provides a user with the necessary infonnation to monitor the ERC determination for 
equipment within a TOE. insuring proper interpretation of the ERC regulation. AR 220-1. 
If the current interpretation of a rule is inappropriate or the regulation is changed. the rule 




















































17487LOOO AIlMD CAY TIlP, ACS, ACIl 3 
;;; SECTION 5.3 •• WEAPON & ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT ERC RULES •• 
.'. ----------- ----------------------------------
EQUIPMENT TASK --) CORE EQUIPMENT •• 5.3.1 
ercp531 (:torward 
:documentatlon 'Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, p. 1-81') 
If [or [Is-lin .CURRENT-IIN T13168] 
[Is-lin .CURRENT-UN T13169] 
[Is-lin .CURRENT-UN T131 




[Is-lin .CURRENT -UN 
In .CURRENT -UN 
In .CURRENT -UN 
Auto Read Current Toe 
Clear Joshua Oatabase 
Di sable All Rule Tracing 
Display Curr,mt. lin 
Display New Ere 
Display Old Erc 
Display Toe Number 
Display Toe Paragraph 
Display Toe Title 
Flush All Windows 
Flush Joshua Display 
Flush Toe Windows 
SYSrEM connand: Shav Rul. O.finition ERCPS3J 
ERCP531 Is not In an editor buffer 
Select IDe 
Show Joshua Database 
Show Joshua Predicates 
Show Joshua Rules 
load the file Into lnacs and show the definition? [default Yes]: Yes 
ERC EKPERI SYSrEM connand: 
Step Current Toe 
p;;; -a- Mode: Joshua; Package: USER (reelly JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshue -a-
I;;; Created 4~11~98 11:32:5B by chenberlin running on SYM4 et NPS-CS. 
I \ ••• SECTION 5.3 aa WEAPON & ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT ERC RULES aa 
I;;; :::::::::-::::-:::-::::--.::::::::-::-:::::-::---------
II;;; 
I I(defrule ercp531 (:forwerd I! if (or :docunentation 'Basis: (is-lin -CURRENT-LIN T1316BJ 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN T13169J 
Study Report CAA-SR-BB-14 dtd June 88, p. 1-81') 
: I 
then 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN T13174] 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN Z7725BJ 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN F48387J 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN JB1759J 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN C76335J (is-lin aCURRENT-LIN F68462J 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN K569B1J 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN K57392J 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN K57667J (is-lin aCURRENT-LIN K57B83J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN K57821] 
(is-lin aCURRENT-LIN H57585J 
(is-lin aCURRENT-LIN Z3362BJ] (and (setf anaw-erca 'P) 
(tell (neke-predicetion '(hes-new-erc (show-rule-ri rin9)]) -CURRENT-LIN ,anew-erc
a») 
(setf db-obJ-1 (tell (nake-predication '(hes-new-erc aCURRENT-LIN ,anew-erca»» 
EDUIPMENT TASK --> CORE EQUIPMENT aa 5.3.2 aa 
j(defrule erca532 (:forward i :docunentation 'Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, P. I-B1') 
if (and (or (hes-branch aCURRENT-TOE 87J 
[he.-brench -CURRENT-TOE 31)J (or (is-lin aCURRENT-LIN R9583SJ 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN R94977J 
(is-lin aCURRENT-LIN N96741J b (is-lin -CURRENT-LIN R91244J 
Znacs (woshua) ERe-RULES-weapons. 1,sp.S8 >~hanberl;n>thes,s SYM4: [nore belowJ 
) 
1 nore definition e. well 
Point pusned 
Figure 5.8. Rule in Z-macs Buffer Using Meta-Left Button 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
The ERC EXPERT SYSTEM has contributions in the areas of the TOE 
documentation process, and the development of a complete expert system. The 
contributions are as follows. First, the system satisfies a directive given by the DCSOPS 
to produce a rule-based system to handle the current arduous task of determining ERC 
codes. The task is now simplified, concise and consistent with the rules defined in the 
system. In addition, the task is no longer a burden to the TOE analyst; the analyst 
provides the underlying reasoning for the code; the machine produces the ERC code; The 
second contribution is the ease of integration of this system into concurrent system 
development at HQ TRADOC. The demonstration of the Joshua software as a builder 
of expert systems is a third benefit of this study. This software provides excellent tools 
and features to produce expert system applications. The most important of these are the 
embedding of LISP code within all Joshua structures, the ability to modify the underlying 
constructs of the Joshua system to fit application needs, and the integration of rule 
management directly into the system editor. The final contribution of this study is the 
application of the Define-Program-Framework Flavor in producing the interface. This 
feature of Symbolics Common LISP has never been attempted at this institution. This 
Flavor is clearly a step above current windowing structures used in Common Lisp, 
51 
particularly since an interactive environment is also provided to generate the basic 
windows of the interface. 
B. RESEARCH EXTENSIONS 
It is quite apparent that this study requires some immediate extensions. First, it is 
necessary to complete all rules as noted in Appendix I of the CAA Study Report. 
Completion of these rules will make the ERC EXPERT SYSTEM a complete system, 
primed to automatically generate and/or verify the ERC within all TOE documents. The 
system can also be extended to be more intelligent of the TOE documents themselves. 
For example, careful review of the TOE documents will show functionality among groups 
of personnel and equipment. Thus, rules could find the dependencies between pieces of 
equipment and then apply codes to "equipment groups", therefore not requiring individual 
reasoning on each piece of equipment. Meta-rules can render control over rules that may 
be found to produce contradictions within a document. Lastly, as the developer of this 
system gains more knowledge and experience of with Joshua, modifications can be made 




TRAnOC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
A - RECORD 
FLD NO. NAME/DESCRIPTION LENGTH POSITION CLASS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 SRC SRC NUMBER 9 1 
-
9 CHAR 
2 PAR PARAGRAPH NO. 3 10 - 12 CHAR 
3 FILLER 13 13 - 25 
4 EDAT-YY EFFECTIVE DATE-YEAR 2 26 - 27 CHAR 
5 EDAT-MM EFFECTIVE DATE-MONTH 2 28 - 29 CHAR 
6 EDAT-DD EFFECTIVE DATE-DAY 2 30 - 31 CHAR 
7 FILLER 6 32 - 37 
8 MIC MANAGE. INDICATOR CODE 2 38 - 39 CHAR 
9 ME! MASTER ELEMENT INDICATOR 2 40 - 41 CHAR 
10 R':'YP RECORD TYPECALWAYS 'A' ) 1 42 CHAR 
11 DLA DATE LAST ~CTIONCYYMMDD) 6 43 - 48 CHAR 
12 PP PUB~ISH/PROCESS CODE 2 49 CHAR 
13 FILLER 30 50 - 79 
14 CTU-YY CTU YEAR 2 80 - 81 CHAR 
15 CTU-MM CTU MONTH 2 82 - 83 CHAR 
16 PROP PROPONENT CODE 3 84 - 86 CHAR 
17 FILLER 9 87 - 95 
18 AO ACTION OFFICER CODE 1 96 CHAR 
19 ROD REPL/OBSOL/DEL/REPLACES 1 97 CHAR 
20 STAT STATUS (D, P, or F) 1 98 CHAR 
21 CAT CATEGORY CODE 1 99 CHAR 
22 DNB DIV/NON-DIV/or BOTH 1 100 CHAR 
23 PROJ PROJECT CODE 1 101 CHAR 
24 MAR::: MARC CODE 4 102 
-
10~ CHAR 
25 HIS':' HISTORY 1 10~ CHAR 
26 TYP DIV TYPE DIVISION 1 10i CHAR 
27 LO::: LOCATION 1 106 CHAR 
28 CHG NO. CHANGE NUMBER Cbase ??) 2 109 - 110 CHAR 
29 FILLER 5 111 - 11~ 
30 ROD SR::: REP/OBS/DE:' SRC 9 116 - 12~ CHAR 
3:i. TI':'L SRC TITLE 40 125 - 164 VARCHAR 
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APPENDIX B 
TRAJ)OC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
B - RECORD 
FLO NO. NAME/DESCRIPTION LENGTH POSITION CLASS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 SRC SRC NUMBER 9 1 - 9 CHAR 
2 PAR PARAGRAPH NUMBER 3 10 - 12 CHAR 
3 CONSTANT ' 00' 2 13 - 14 CHAR 
4 CELL CELL IDENTIFIER 6 15 - 20 CHAR 
5 FILLER 11 21 
-
31 
6 BOIP BOIP NtJMl!IER 6 32 
-
37 CHAR 
7 MIe MANAGE. INDICATOR CODE 2 3B 
-
39 CHAR 
e FILLER 2 40 - 41 
9 RTYP RECORD TYPE (ALWAYS 'B' ) 1 42 CHAR 
10 DLA DATE LAS! ACTION (YYMMDD) 6 43 
-
4B CHAR 
11 PP PUBLISH/PROCESS CODE 1 49 CHAR 
12 UM1 UNIT MUL!IPLIER-1 5 50 - 54 INT 
13 UM2 UNIT MUL!IPLIER-2 5 55 - 59 INT 
14 t"~3 UNIT MULTIPLIER-3 5 60 - 64 INT 
15 FILLER 28 65 - 92 
16 AUG RMK AUGMENTATION REMARK 3 93 - 9~ CHAR 
17 FILLER 6 96 - 101 
1B FUNC FUNCTION CODE 4 102 - 105 CHAR 
19 FILLER 3 106 - lOB 
20 CRG NO. CHANGE; NUMBER (base ?) 2 109 - 110 CHAR 
21 FILLER 14 111 - 124 
22 TITL PARAGRAPH TITLE 40 125 




TRADOC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
C - RECORD 
FLD NO. NAME/DESCRIPTION LENGTH POSITION CLASS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 SRC SRC NUMBER 9 1 - 9 CHAR 
2 PAR PARAGRAPH NUMBER 3 10 
- 12 CHAR 
3 GR GRADE 2 13 - 14 CHAR 
/I MOS MIL. OCCUPATIONAL SPECLTY 6 15 - 20 CHAR 
5 SDTC STAND. DUTY TITLF CODE 3 21 - 23 CHAR 
6 ASIl ADDNL SKILL IDEN'I'IFIER-l 2 24 
-
25 CHAR 
7 ASI2 ADDNL SKILL IDENTIFIER-2 2 26 - 27 CHAR 
8 ASI3 ADDNL SKILL IDENTIFIER-3 2 28 
-
29 CHAR 
9 ASH ADDNL SKILL IDENTIFIER74 2 30 
-
31 CHAR 
10 FILLER 6 32 - 37 
11 HIC MGT. INDICATOR CODE 2 38 - 39 CHAR 
12 OE OPERATIONAL ELEMENT 2 40 - 41 CHAR 
l3 RTYP RECORD TYPE (ALWAYS 'C' ) 1 42 CHAR 
H DLA DATE LAST ACTION (YYMMD:l) 6 43 
-
48 CHAR 
15 PP PUBLISH/PROCESS CODE 1 49 CHAR 
16 LVL1 STRENGTH LEVEL-1 ;) 50 
-
54 INT 
17 LVL2 STRENGTH LEVEL-2 5 55 
-
59 INT 
18 LVL3 STRENGTH LEVEL-3 5 60 - 6~ INT 
19 LVLA STRENGTH LEVEL-A 5 65 
- 69 INT 
20 LVLB STRENGTH LEVEL-B 5 70 
-
74 INT 
21 LVLC STRENGTH LEVEL-C 5 75 
-
79 INT 
22 BR BRANCH 2 80 
-
81 CHAR 
23 DCPC DIRECT COMBAT PROBLTY CODE 2 82 
-
83 CHAR 
24 NOTEl NOTE-1 3 84 - 86 CHAR 
25 NOTE2 NOTE-2 3 87 
-
89 CHAR 
26 NOTE3 NOTE-3 3 90 - 92 CHAR 
27 FILLER 16 93 
-
108 
28 CHG NO. CHANGE NUMBER (base ?) 2 109 
-
110 CHAR 
29 FI:"LER 54 111 - 164 
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APPENDIX D 
~~ ••••• *.* •••••• ****.**w******** •• ************.********* •••• **.*********.* •• * •• 
TRADOC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
D - RECORD 
FLD NO. NAME/DESCRIPTION LENGTH POSITION CLASS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 SRC SRC NUMBER 9 1 - 9 CHAR 
2 PAR PARAGRAPH NUMBER 3 10 - 12 CHAR 
3 FILLER 2 13 - 14 
4 LIN LINE ITEM NUMBER 6 15 - 20 CHAR 
5 ERC EOP. READINESS CODE 3 21 - 23 CHAR 
6 FILLER 8 24 - 31 
7 BOlP BASIS OF ISSUE PLAN NBR 6 32 - 37 CHAR 
8 MIC MGT. INDICATOR CODE 2 38 - 39 CHAR 
9 OE OPERATIONAL ELEMENT 2 40 - 41 CHAR 
10 RTYP RECORD TYPE (ALWAYS 'D' ) 1 42 CHAR 
11 DLA DATE LAST ACTION (YYMMD;) 6 43 - 48 CHAR 
12 PP PUBLISH/PROCESS CODE 1 49 CHAR 
13 LVL1 STRENGTH LEVEL-1 5 50 - 54 CHAR 
14 LVL2 STRENGTH LEVEL-2 5 55 - ;:'9 CHAR 
15 LVL3 STRENGTH LEVEL-3 5 60 - 64 CHAR 
16 LVLA STRENGTH LEVEL-A 5 65 - 69 CHAR 
17 LVLB STRENGTH LEVEL-B 5 70 - 74 CHAR 
18 FILLER 9 75 - 83 CHAR 
20 NOTE1 NOTE-1 3 84 - 86 CHAR 
21 NOTE2 NOTE-2 3 87 - 89 CHAR 
22 NOTE3 NOTE-3 3 90 - 92 CHAR 
23 EOP RMK EOUIPMENT REMARK 3 93 - 95 CHAR 
24 DTOE ? 1 96 CHAR 
25 O""v .. ADJ OUANTITY ADJUSTMENT CODE 1 97 CHAR 
26 APP TOE BOIP APPLIED TO TOE CODE 1 98 CHAR 
27 OSR OTHER SUPPORT REOUIREMENT 1 99 CHAR 
28 FILLER 9 100 - 108 
29 CHG NBR CHANGE NUMBER (Old base) 2 109 - 110 CHAR 
30 FILLER 54 ......... - 164 
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APPENDIX E 
*_*_*t***** •••• * __ *_**_**_*_** __ ****_**._._****_*_*_*_.*_***_***_*. __ *.*_ ••• * •• 
TRADOC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
E - RECORD 
FLD NO. NAME/DESCRIPTION LENGTH POSITION CLASS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 SRC SRC NUMBER 9 1 
-
9 CHAR 
2 PAR PARAGRAPH NUMBER 3 10 - 12 CHAR 
3 FILLER 2 13 
-
14 
< LIN LINE ITEM NUMBER 6 15 - 20 CHAR 
5 ERC EQUIPMENT READINESS CODE 3 21 - 23 CHAR 
6 FILLER 14 24 - 37 
7 I'(IC MGT. INDICATOR CODE 2 38 - 39 CHAR 
8 OE OPERATIONAL ELEMENT 2 40 - 41 CHAR 
9 RTYP RECORD TYPE (ALWAYS 'E' ) 1 42 CHAR 
10 D~ DATE LAST ACTION (YYMMDDI 6 43 - 48 CHAR 
11 PP PUBLISH/PROCESS CODE 1 49 CHA.tI. 
12 LVLl STRENGTH LEVEL-1 5 50 - 5< INT 
13 LVL2 STRENGTH LEVEL-2 5 55 - 59 INT 
14 LVL3 STRENGTH LEVEL-3 5 60 - 64 IN! 
15 LVLA STRENGTH LEVEL-A S 65 - 69 INT 
16 LVLB STRENGTH LEVEL-B 5 70 - 74 INT 
17 FILLER 9 75 - 83 
18 NOTE1 NOTE NUMBER 1 3 84 - 86 CHAR 
19 NOTE2 NOTE NUMBER 2 3 87 - 89 CHAR 
20 NOTE3 NOTE NUMBER 3 3 90 - 92 CHAR 
21 E;:)P R}'J< EQUIPMENT REMARK NUMBER 3 93 - !'IS CHAR 
22 FILLER 13 96 - 108 
23 CHG NBR CHANGE NUMBER (Old Base) 2 109 
-
110 CHAR 




TRADOC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
F - RECORD 
NAME/DESCRIPTION LENGTH POSITION CLASS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 SRC SRC NUMBER 9 1 - 9 CHAR 
2 PAR PARAGRAPH NUMBER 3 10 - 12 CHAR 
3 FILLER 2 13 - 14 
4 FRMK F-RECORD REMARK NUMBER 6 15 - 20 CHAR 
5 SEQ REMARK SEQUENCE 3 21 - 23 CHAR 
6 FILLER 14 24 - 37 CHAR 
7 MIC MANAGE. INDICATOR CODE 2 38 - 39 CHAR 
8 FILLER 2 40 - 41 
9 RTYP RECORD TYPE (ALWAYS 'F') 1 ~2 CHAR 
10 DLA DATE LAST ACTION (YYMMDD) 6 43 - 48 CHAR 
11 1'1' PUBLISH/PROCESS CODE 1 49 CHAR 
.. 2 FILLER 59 50 - 108 
13 CHG NBR CHANGE NUMBER (Old Base) 2 109 - 110 CHAR 
14 FILLER 14 111 - 12~ 
15 RMK LINE REMARl< 40 125 - 164 CHAR 
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APPENDIX G 
••••••• *** ••••• *** •••• **** ••• ***** •••••••• ***********.***************.******** 
TRADOC DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 
P - RECORD 
FLD NO. NAME/DESCRIPTION LENGTH POSITION CLASS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 SRC SRC NUMBER 9 1 
-
9 CHAR 
2 PAR PARAGRAPH NUMBER 3 10 
-
12 CHAR 
3 GR GRADE 2 13 - 14 CHAR 
4 MOS MIL OCCUPATIONAL SKILL 6 15 
-
20 CHAR 
5 SDTC STD. DUTY TITLE CODE NBR 3 21 
-
23 
6 ASIl ADDNL SKILL IDENT.-l 2 24 
-
25 CHAR 
7 ASI2 ADDNL SKILL IDENT.-2 2 26 - 27 CHAR 
8 ASI3 ADDNL SKILL IDENT.-3 2 28 - 29 CHAR 
9 ASH ADDNL SKILL IDENT.-4 2 30 
- 31 CHAR 
10 BOIP BASIS OF ISSUE PLAN NBR 6 32 
-
37 CHAR 
11 MIC MGt. INDICATOR CODE 2 38 
-
39 CHAR 
12 OE OPERATIONAL ELEMENT 2 40 
-
41 CHAR 
13 R':'YP RECORD TYPE (ALWAYS 'P' ) 1 42 CHAR 
14 DLA DATE LAST ACTION (YYMMDD) 6 43 
-
48 CHAR 
15 PP POOLI SH/PROCESS CODE 1 49 CHAR 
16 LVLl STRENGTH LEVl:L-1 5 50 
-
5~ INT 
:7 LVL2 STRENGTH LEVl:L-2 5 55 
-
59 INT 
18 LVL3 STRENGTH LEVl:L-3 5 60 - 64 INT 
19 LVLA STRENGTH LEVl:L-A 5 65 - 69 INT 
20 LVLB STRENGTH LEVl:L-B 5 70 
-
74 INT 
21 LVLC STRENGTH LEVl:L-C 5 75 
-
79 IN! 
22 BR BRANCP. 2 80 
-
81 CHAR 
23 DCPC DIRECT COMBAT PROB. CODE 2 82 
-
83 CHAR 
2~ NO'!'El NOTE NUMBER-l 3 84 - 86 CHAR 
25 NO'!'E2 NOTE NUMBER-2 3 87 - 89 CHAR 
26 NOTE3 NOTE NUMBEP :3 3 90 
- 92 CHAR 
27 FILLER 3 93 
-
95 
28 DTOE ? 1 96 CHAR 
29 QTY ADJ QUANTITY ADJUSTMENT CODE 1 9'; CHAR 
30 APP TOE BOIP APPLIED TC TOE CODE 1 98 CHAR 
31 OSR ORGANIZATIONAL SPT. RQMTS. 1 99 CHAR 
32 FILLER 9 100 
- lOS 
33 CHG NBR CHANGE NUMBER (Old Base) 2 109 - 110 CHAR 





_w_ Mode: Joshua; Package: JOSnUA-USER; Syntax: Joshua -,,-
Created 4/05/90 10:39:58 by chamberlin running on SYM4 at NPS-CS. 
FILENAME .•...•..... 
AUTHOR ..••......... 
DATE CREATE~ ...... . 
erc-autc-read-toe.lisp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
5 Apr 90 
FILE DESCRIPTIO~ .. . Contains the methods invoked by :he "Au~o Read :u~re~t TO~" 
on the Interface command menu. A singie TOE record is read 
tested for record type, ane then depending on the record 
instantiates global variables or is skipped. 
MODIFICATIONS ..... . Ie May 9C - Adjusted format of me$$age~ 
(tiefu~ auto-reac-current-toe () 
(set! "toe-record" (sett "ene-ot-tile" (read-line "in-tile" oil) J) 
(cone «not (equalp "to~-record" nil» 
(auto-test-!or-record» 
(t (auto-read-curreot-toe»» 
(defun auto-_est-for-record () 
(cone «auto-test-for-A-rec) (format t "-'-@3TA-RECORD READ ! !-\") 
(setf ·title-length" (- (string-length "toe-record") :24» 
(get-toe-data ·toe-record") 
(auto-read-current-toe» 
«auto-test-for-B-rec) (formllt t "-'-@3TB-RECORD READ! !.-\ ') 
(get-toe-para "toe-record") 
(auto-read-current-toe» 
«auto-test-for-C-rec) (formllt t "-'-@3TC-RECORD READ 
(auto-read-current-toe» 
«auto-test-!or-D-rec) (formllt t "-'-f!3TD-RECORD READ !-I ') 
(get-equip-data ·toe-record·) 
(auto-read-current-toe» 
«auto-test-for-E-rec) (formllt t "-'-(DTE-RECORD READ !! -\") 
(get-equip-data ·toe-record·) 
(auto-read-current-toe» 
«auto-test-for-F-rec) (format t "-'-@3TF-RECORD READ !!-'") 
(auto-read-current-toe» 
«auto-test-for-P-rec) (formllt t "-'-f!3TP-RECORD READ ! !-'") 
(auto-read-current-toe» 
(t (com-!lush-joshua-display) 
(format t "-S\-f!59T-vKEVIEWED TOE -A-~ 
, (:dutch :bold :very-large) "selected-toe") 
(format t "-2\-@57T-v~ MORE RECORDS FOUND ! !-~ 
'(:dutch :bold :very-large» 
(format t "-2,-@70T-veDE COMPLETE ! !-~ 
, (:dutch :bold :very-large»») 
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(defun auto-test-for-A-rec () 
(if (eq (string-search-char '.\A *toe-record* :start 41) 41) til 
(defun auto-test-for-B-rec () 
(if (eq (string-search-char '.\B *toe-record* :start 41) 41) t» 
(de tun auto-test-for-C-rec () 
(if (eq (string-search-char 'f\C *toe-record* :start 41) 41) t» 
(defun auto-test-for-D-rec () 
(if (eq (string-search-char "\0 *toe-record* :start 41) 41) t» 
(detun auto-test-for-E-rec () 
(if (eq (string-search-char '.\E *toe-record* :start 41) 41) t» 
(defun auto-test-for-F-~ec () 
(if (eq (string-search-char 't\F *toe-record' :start 41) 41) t» 
(detun auto-test-for-P-rec () 
(if (eq (string-search-char '.\P *toe-record* :start 41) 41) t) 
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APPE~DIX I 
_.- Mece: ';eshua; ?aoi<age: JOS!'i:!A-!JS:;:R; Sy:'l~AX: Joshua 
::-eat.ec 5/07/9C ::::j:59 by cnar.-.De=:;.n n::-:::inq :)r, SYM~ a: NPS-CS. 
::::':;:KA!-'.!: ••••••••••• 
At.:':HOR ••••••••••••• 
~A:~ CR:;:A::;:~ ...... . 
!::.~ ~:;:S:~:?:::O!\ .. . 
~O:!~::~::ONS ..... . 
e:c-!unc~~o~s.:isp 
:p: :homas E. Chamberlin 
7 "'ay 90 
~c:;:ains ~:,e a::' me~hocs usee by -:he en~:'re sys~e~ ":or: 
;.ns":.a~~~a~e a1: -:.he globe: var~ab~e5, w~icr. ~~ ":.u~~ are 
usee as arg-.Jmer.ts to tne precica-:.e cie!ini':.ions. ':'!'1e 
g~oba: va=:'a::::les are cie~inec by :.he record :.ype anc ~he 
:~S recc~c :ayc~~s (Append~ces A-G) • 
:2 ~ay 9: - acaec 'me=ge pathname.!' :0= :'..!:'1c":.ic;. 
I sei-ect-new-":.oe' 
(de!u~ selec:-new-toe (~ 
t~e":.: ·selec":.ec-~oe' ~:'l) 
(sej,ec:-toe) 
(se:.: "':.:-:-'!:':e· (ope:": (:ne=Qe-pa:.::.nA~es "se:'ect.ec.-:.oe" "$yrn(:>cha~e=:':'n>:oe-c:ia~a>, .ca.: tt }))) 
(ae!'~:-. ge':-:.oe-ce:'e (W':.oe-recorc- / 
{see:.: 'toe-r.'o,;~' 
{.:r:t.e=:-: (s-:'rl.ng-appenc (s:.r:.nq :are! -~oe-record- 0» 
(s~=~r.g (are! ·:.oe-:ecorc· 1») 
(S~=~r.~ (are: 9~oe-record' 2)) 























8) ) ) ) ) 
(s~r.:nQ (are~ -~oe-record· (. 12~ cou!".te=}») 
{set! ·toe-:.i:.le· (s:=~ng-appenc -:.oe-title- -title-char-» 
(set ~ ·.cra:iC~· (parse-:.nteQer -:'oe-record- : .start 0 : end 2» 
{se:'!' ';:=OF' (j..".' -o-~~:.ege= ·t.oe-reco:c· :5:.a::. 83 :enc 86» 
(se:: 9ca:-ccae 9 (par5e-ir.:eger ·~oe-record· :5~ar~ 9S :end 99)) 
:~e:: (:"t".l1Ke-prec.:"ca:.:.c;: \ (ha~-:.oe-!"".-..;:; .=:;RR:::"'::-!O~ ,trtoe--rn.L-:"·»: 
!':.e:: {:":",aJte-p!'ec.:..ca.:':'o;. \ (has-ore!"',c:" .• :::RR!~~:-:OE ,-crane!":-)) 
l:e:':' (~a~E"-~rec.:..c~:.:.C"!", '(ha:-pro?o:1e:"':": .-',}J'REt;:-':'Ot • -pro~·)): 
·.:e:'~ (~,a,l(e-~~ec.;..c~:..:c:",. \ (~a!-ca:-coo£o .=::;U;U:1\:-70~ .1Ice~-cooe"")))) 
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{oe:u~ ge~-~oe-p~r~ ('~oe-~ecorc-) 
(5e~f 'par~' (pa~se-in~ege~ ·toe-record- :5:a:: 9 :end :1))) 






{ .. ::ring 









"toe-record- 15) ) 
"~oe-record· 16) ) 
·t.oe-record- 17) ) 
-toe-reco:-d- lS) ) 
-toe-recorc· 19) ) ) ) I 
(intern {s:::-ing-appene { .. :::-ing (a:-e! -toe-recc:-d- 20»») 
(make-preeica::ion '(is-lin .:wRREKr-~!K ,-lin-») 
{make-predicat~on '(has-ole-erc .:URRENr-~IN ,-ole-erc-»» 
(de!u~ 5how-rule-firing () 
(fc:-me.:: :: "-\-25@':'TOE: -A PARA: -A :'::N: -A O:'D-Ex:: -1>. NEW-ER:: -1>.-'" 
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APPENDIX J 
-*- Mode: Joshua; Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshua 
Created 4/05/90 10:52:48 by cnamberlin running on SYM4 at NPS-CS. 
: •••• * ••••.••••••• * ••• ***.*.***.*-.* ••• ** ••••• ~* •• * •••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FILEN~ •.........• 
AUTHOR •..•......... 
DATE CREA~ED .. a •••• 
FILE DESCRIPTION ... 
MOC:F:CA~IO~S •..... 
erc-initial-data.lisp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
5 Ap::il 9C 
Contains a"l of the global variables for the system. 
Also instantiates any variables prior to system rUn. 



















(set! -new-erc" 'unknown) 
Line Ite!!', Number, read fro!!'. rOE C , E records 
ERe assigned to LIN by a rule 
ERe ~hat is currently in TOE document 
TOt number, read fro!!'. A record 
rOt title, read from A record 
A single character of TOE title, used to determ~ne title lengti: 
Length of TOE title 
Branch of the TOE 
FUnction of TOE paragraph or LIN 
Mission of TOE or TOE paragraph 
Proponent of the TOE, read from A record 
Category code of TOE, read from A record 
Paragraph of TOt, read from B record 
The variable used to capture which ~OE to use 
End of file marker 
TOt chosen to run thru systerr. 
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APPENDIX K 
::: -*- Mode: Joshua: Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshua -*-
::: Created 4/23/90 12:54:42 by chamberlin running on SYM1 at NPS-CS. 
FILENAME ....•••.•.• 
AUTHOR •.....•••..•. 
DATE CREATEC ...... . 
FILE DESCRIPTION •.. 
MO~IFICATIONS ..... . 
erc-interface.lisp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
23 Apr 90 
This generates the interface windows for the expert systerr, 
Key items to note here are: 
1. create desired command needed on Co~~nd Menu first 
2. delete current command table - cp:delete-co~~and-tab:e 
3. compile entire file to update commands 
4. corepile 'ciefine-program-framework' region to recrea~e 
window interface 
18 May 9C - updated display messages 
(~W:DEFINE-PROGRAM-FRAMEWORK ERC-EXPERT-SYSTEM 


















:default-character-s~y~e ' (:sans-serif :bo~c-i~alic :very-:arge» 
:defac:lt-character-style '(:slo'iss :roman :normal) 
:redispla~-after-commands t. 
:more-p t 
:margin-components '( (dw:margin-borders :thickness 2) 
CTOE-:::LE :DISPLAY 
(dlo':margin-label :margin :top 
:box :inside 
:centered-p t 
:style (:dutcr. :beld :srr,a:l) 
: string "Current ':'OE f' •. lrr.:oer")) 
:defa'ult-character-s~y~e ' (: swiss :romar. :norrnal) 
: redi5play-a~t.e:-con" .. "'nar.ds t. 
:more-p ni: 
:marg"n-co"',ponents '( (dw:rr.argin-borders : thickness ~ \ 
(dlo':margin-label :margin :top 
:box :ins~de 
: centered-p t 
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:sty:e (:d'.;tc: :bcld :s:!',a:!) 
:st.ring "Curre~t. TO~ :it.~e'·») 
(Tor-P&~ :=:SF~~ 
:cie!a~:'~-charac:te!"-s:yle I (:s""iss :romar"l :normal) 
: reci!. sp:" aY-A~~e!"-comma:·H:s ~ 
:",ore-p r.:': 
:mar9i~-ccmponer.~~ • (ld~:mArgir.-border~ :thickness 2) 
(:.rl\ :C!S?LA~ 
(o~:marg~r.-label :margin :top 
:box :inside 
:cer.tered-p t 
:style (:dutch :bold :sma:l) 
:string "Current TOE Paragraph"») 





«dw:marg!r.-border~ :thickness 2) 
(dw:ma!"glr.-~abe~ :margin :~op 
:box :;'~side 
:ce~~ered-p t 
:~tyle (:dutch :bold :sme:l) 
:string "Current l.IN"») 
:cie!a .... l~-cha!"~c:t.e!"-s-:.yle ' (:s",,-'iss :roman :norrnal) 
:reciisp:ay-a~te!"-co~.anas t 
:more-p n:': 
:marg~~-componen~s I ({Qw:marqir.-horders :~hicKness 2) 
(~E~-ER~ :~:SP~Y 
(0"': r..argir.-l abe: : margir. : top 
:box :inside 
:cer.tered-p t 
:style (:cutch :bold :sma::) 
:s~ring "Old ERe Code"))) 
:oe!a~!t-cha=acte=-s:y~e ' (:s~is$ :roma~ :normal) 
: rec;.s;::'ay-a!te:--cortJT'lar.cs t 
:more-p r.::': 
:marg~r.-componer.ts • «(dw:marg~r.-boraers :th~ckness 2) 
(';CSH:J:. : :;:S?~Y 
:HE:GH:-I~-~INES 25 
(o~:~arg~r.-:Abe: :mArgi~ :top 
:box :inside 
:ce::tered-p ~ 
:sty"-e (:dutch :bold : sma:"::') 
:string "New ERC Code"»)) 
: ~e!a':.,;,:t.-cna=ac:.e=-s:yle ' (:sw~ss :romar. :ncrmal) 
::ecisplay-a!"er-comm .. nos r.:': 
: ncre-p ': 
..... rgi"-corr.po~er.t s • ( (aw: :n4!'g~"-borae!'s : thi ck~ess 2) 
(dw:marg~,,-scrc::-bar :marqin :left) 
(ow:ma!'g~r.-laDel :margin :~op 
: box : in~iae 
:cen:ered-p ~ 
:style (:dutch :bold :normal) 
:str~ng "JOSH:J~ D!S?:.AY")) 
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(:O~~~-~EN~-~ :=OM~~N~-~N~ 
: EOUh:":ZE-=OLUMN-~::='!'HS r.:: 
:CEI\!E:R-P r.~: 
:ROWS ~ 




( (D~: : 1"';":::/\ 
(: LAYOU: 
(DW::MAII\ :CC:"UMr; ER:::-EX?ER!-SYSTE~ ROW-l JOSHUA COMl"Ar;D-MENU-l :::N!ERA:::!OR-ll 
(R~-l :ROW TOE-NUM TOE-::TLE TOE-PARA CO:"UM!\'-l) (CC:"UMN-: :CO:'UMI\ :"11\ C:"D-ER::: r;E~-ER:::) ) 
( :S:::ZES 
WI-;: : 1"';":1\ (ER:::-EX?ER:-SYS:E~ : : :..:m:S) (JOS;;UJ, 25 : :..:r;ES) 
(:::OMMAN:>-IG:r;:;-: :ASK-W:r;::O.: 5:-- r :S:::ZE-FO?-?Ar;E: :::OM.".AN:>-~N:;-:) (:::N:ERA:::TOR-: 
:THE!\, (RO~-: :ever.)) 
(ROlol'-: (TCE-NU~ :ever.) (TOE-::T:'E :ever.) (TOE-PARA :eve~. ) (CO:'UM!\'-: :ever.\! 
(:::C:'UMK-: (:..:::!\' :EVEN) (C:'D-ER::: : EVEN) (NE~-ER::: :EVEN)))))) 
(cie~~~e-e=c-expe=~-syste~-co~~and 
(Co".-d.~splay-,:oe-n"..lm.Oe:- :mer.u-accelera':o:- t) 
() 
(sene (ow:qe~-progra".-pane 'TOE-r;U~) :clea:--history) 
(:e~ «"s:anoa:-o-o"..ltput" (a"':get-prograrr-pane '!OE-NUM))) 
\fe=at t "-3\-:5~:-v~-!:> 
, (: C",-:,cr. ::00:0 : :arge) ·~oe-nulT'.·») 
\ C€! ~ :"le-e!'c-expe!'"':. -systerr-com."r,anc 
I=;:::-c:..sp:ey-:.oe-::..':..!e :men-..:-a::ce':"e:-a:.o!'" t) 
(I 
:senc (a\o.·:ge:-p,!'og!:'a~-pane ' 'rOE-7:::.zl : clea=-~i.sto!"y) 
(:e: (!. s:.anca:-c-o'..:tpu:" fo"",: ge:.-prog:an"'-pane ' '!'OE-'::'!'LE) ) ) 
(:errr,a: : '·-3t-5@T-vE.!-!:> 
, (: a-..::c:-. : bo:"ci : ,.,orma1) ·:oe-'i t1e") ) ) 
(tie!~~e-er=-exper~-syste~-co~~a~c 
(CO~-c~sp:ey-~oe-parag=aph :men~-Acce~era~o= t) 
() 
(send (aw:ge~-progra~-pane 'TOE-PARA) :clear-history) 
(le': «·s:ar.aaro-outpu:" (dw:qet-p:-ogra~-pane 'TOE-PARA))) 
'!err.-,a: : fl-3t-20@:-v~-!:> 
'(:s"'~ss :bc:d-italic ::arqe) "para"))) 
(ce~~ne-erc-exper:-5yste~-co~~and 
(Cor."-c:sp:ay-cu:ren~-:ir. :rne!"'.~-accele=6to!" t) 
() 
(sene (ow:ge:-p:-og:-a".-pene ':..:nn :clee.:--history) 
(~e: (,"stanoa:-d-output" (o"':qe:-progralTl-pane ':":::11))) 
(fc=a: t "-'-~ 7(!!-v~-!:> ' (: swiss :bold-i:al .. c :ne::nal) ·:'ir.·))) 
(cie~~ne-erc-expe=~-sys~e~-com~a~c 
(co~-ci~s?:ay-new-e~c :men~-acce~e=Atc: t) 
(; 
(ser.ci (ow:ge:-proc;:-a".-pane '''E~-ER:::\ : c:'ee.:--l":~s:o:-y) 
{:'e:. ! ~·S:'A~CI!.=C-o-,,:,:::·,,:,:· (o ... ·:Qe:-~=c:;=A~-pa!"le '~!:r;-!:R:)} 
(=c~~ (e~ ·ne~-erc· '~nK~ow~; 
(fcrr.-.a-: t "-\--:O@'':'-ve::::: ::Vk:..~~7ED"~ , (: 5", .. :'55 :bolC-:':.a.::c:: ::--.c~e:)) 




(ccJTI-ciisp:ay-olc-erc :menu-accelera-cor !) 
() 
(send (dw:ge:-proqra~-pane 'OLD-ERe) :clear-history) 
(le~ (('s.andard-outp~:' (dw:qe:-proqra~-pane 'OLD-ERC))) 
(forma: : "-~ ~20@T~vEa~~ , (: swi ss : bo1d-;' tali c : norm41) 'old-erc'))) 
'def;'ne-erc-exper:-syste~-command 
(com-show-Joshua-da.abase :men~~accelera:or t) 
(I 
(le: (('standard-output' (dw:ge:-progra~~pane 'JOSHUA))) 
(ji::com-show-Joshua-da:abaSe))) 
(oe:~ne-erc-exper:-sys:e~-comm4nd 
(ccr.-shcw-Jcsnue-rules :rnenu-acce::'era-:.o= ~) 
() 
((type 'keyword :defaul: ':~ype) 
(d~rec:io~ 'symbol :defa~l: 'forw4rd) I 
(le: «('s:anQard-outp~:' (dw:qe:-program~pane 'JCSH~A))) 
(j:::co~-show-joshua-rules))) 
(j~::co~-show-Joshua~rules 'type 'direc:ion))) 
(de:ine-erc-expert-syste~-command 
(com-sho,,'- joshua~predicates : men,;-accele=a:or t) 
(I 
(~e: «('s:andarc-o,;tput' (dw:ge:-proqra~-pane 'JOSHUA») I 
(~~::co~-show-Joshu4-p=edicates» ) 
(oe:~ne-e=c-expe=:-syste~-commanc 
(com-:race-!orwarc-rules :men~-acceiera:o= ~) 
() 
(le: ('s:and4=d-o~tpu:' (aw:qe:-~=oqra~-pane 'JOSHUA»)) 
(com-enab~e-)cs~u4-:rac~ng-!crwa=c-r~les) ) ) 
(de:;'ne-erc-exper:-syste~-co~~and 
,co~-d~5aDie-a~:-rcle-~racing :menu-Accele:a~or ~) 
() 
(le: ('s:anaard-o~tpu:' (dw:qe:-proqra~-pane 'JOSHUA») 
(ji::co~-d~sable-Joshua-:rac;'ng»)) 
(tie:~ne-e=c-expe=:-system-command 
(co".-f:ush-Josnu4-disp:ay :mem~-accelera:or t) 
() 
(send (dw:qe:-proq=am-pane 'JOSHUA) :clea=-his:ory)) 
(ae!~ne-erc-exper~-systeJTI-eommAnd 
(co".-flusn-TOE-windows :men,;-accelerato= t) 
() 
(send (dw:ge:-proqram-pane 'TOE-NUM) :clear-history) 
(send (dw:ge:-proqram-pane 'TOE-T:r:.E) :clear-history) 
(send (dw:qe:-proqra:r.-pane 'TOE-PARA) :clear-history) 
(ser.d (o":qe:-program-pane 'L:N) : c:"ear-his:ory) 
(send (o":qe:-program-pane 'OLD-ERCI :clear-history) 
(send (o":qe:-proqra~-p4ne 'NE~-ERC) :c~ear-his~ory)) 
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(define-erc-expert-system-co~~and 







"-lO'-5@T-vC::OE -A IS LOADED AND READY TO RUN THROUGH-:> 
, (:dutch :bold :very-large) "selected-toe") 
(format. t 
"-vc::ERC EXPERT SYSTEM -:> 
'(:swiss :bold-ita1ic :very-1arge») 
(define-erc-expert-system-command 
(co~-step-read-current-toe :menu-acce1erat.or t) 
() 












(co,,-,-di splay-current -1 in) 
(com-display-old-erc) 
(co~-display-new-erc») 
(se~! -new-erc W 'unknown}) 
(def~ne-e~c-expert-syste~-command 
(co~-auto-read-current-toe :menu-accelerator t) 
() 
(com-flush-all-windows) 
(send (dw:get-progra~-pane 'JOSHUA) :set-more-p nil) 
(a~to-read-current-toe) 
(send (dw:get-program-pane 'JOSHUA) :set-more-p t» 
(define-erc-expert-system-command 
(co~-flush-al1-windows :menu-acce1erator t) 
() 
(send (dw:get-progra~-pane 'JOSHUA) :clear-history) 
(send (dw:get-program-pane 'TOE-NUM) :clear-history) 
(send (dw:get-progra~-pane 'TOE-TITLE) :clear-history) 
(send (dw: get -program-pane 'TOE-PARA) : clear-hi story) 
(send (dw: ge:. -program-pane 'LIN) : clear-hist ory) 
(send (dw:get-program-pane 'OLD-ERC) :clear-history) 
(sene (aw:get-program-pane 'NEW-ERC) :clear-history» 
(define-ero-expert-system-co~~and 










-*- Mocie: Joshua: Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER): Syntax: Joshua 
Creaced 4/:2/90 14:19:3C by chamber~in running on SYM4 at NPS-CS. 
FILENAME •..••.....• erc-predicaces.lisp 
AUTHOR ....•........ Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
::'2 Apr 90 DATE CREATED ..••... 
FILE DESCRIPTION ••. Contains predicaces definitions or the ERC EXPERT SY~TEY. 
MODIFICATIONS ..... . 
MISSION PREDICATES 
(define-predicate has-night-ops ("current-toe") 
(ltms:1tms-predicate-model) ) 
TOE SPECIFIC PREDICATES 
identifies if a TOE requires n~gr.t ops 
(define-predicate is-paragrapr. (current-toe-para *para") 
(ltms:lcms-predicace-mode:» ::: identifies current TOE paragrapr. 
(def~ne-predicate is-a-valid-b (va:id-brancr. "branch") 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-rr,ode:» ". ensure branch read fro"" TOE is valid 
(define-predicate has-brancr. (current-toe "branch") 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-moae:» ~ .. identifies CUIreht TOE branch 
(de!ine-predica:e has-toe-num (current-toe ttoe-num*) 
(1 tms: 1 tms-predicate-rnooe:) ) ::: identifies current TOE number 
tde!:ne-predicate has-proponent (current-toe ·prop·) ::: identifies proponent for curren: TOE 
(ltms:1tms-predicate-mociel) ) 
(oefine-predicate has-cat-code (current-toe "cat-cocie") ::: identifies category code for ~OE 
(ltms:1tms-pred1cate-model» ::: 1- cbt, 2 - cbt spt, 3 - cbt srv spt 
(define-predicate has-mission (current-toe-para 
(ltms:ltms-predicate-mode:» 
::: LIN SPECIFIC PREDICATES 
(define-predicate is-lin (current-lin *lin*) 
(ltms:1tms-predicace-mocie:» 
*rr.ission1ll' ) 
.,. predicate I bElieve :'5 req:.:':'red tc spec:'!y 
'" specified missions of TOE paragraphs 
'" should be down to paragraph level 
::: predicace to id the specifed LIN of a TOE 
(define-predicate has-01d-erc (current-lir. ·old-erc*) 
(lc~s:lcms-predicate-mode:» ::: predicace to id the old ERC of specifed ~:~ 
(de!~ne-predica~e has-new-erc (current-lir. -new-ere-) 
(lcms:1tms-predicate-mode:» ::: predicate to 1d the new ERC of specifed __ .• 
(de!:ne-p~edica~e is-func~ion (current-:ir.-!unc -func*) 
(1';.ms:1tms-pred:cate-r.'\ooe:» '" predicate I believe is requirec to spec:'fy 
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specified func~lor".S ~or pieces o! eq:.::.p:;"e~,: 
th~s is a the : , E record 1eve: 
APPENDIX M 
;;; -*- Mode: Joshua; Package: JOSHUA-USER; Syntax: Joshua -*-
;;; Created 4/05/90 10:39:Se by chamberlin running on SYM4 at NPS-=S. 
;* •• ** •••••• **.**.***_ •••• *** •••• ** ••• ** ••• *** ••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •• 
FILENAME ...••...... erc-read-toe.lisp 
AUTHOR .....•••••.•. Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
5 Apr 9C DATE CREATED ••...•. 
FILE DESCRIPTION ... Contains the methods invoked by the "Read Current TOE" 
or. the Interface command menu. A single TOE record is read 
tested for record type, and then depend~ng or. the record 
ins~antiates global variables or is sk~pped. 
MODIFICATIONS .•.... 10 May 90 - Adjusted format of messages 
(defun read-current-toe () 
(set! *toe-record- (set: *end-oi-file" (read-line *in-file- nil») 
(test-for-record) ) 
(de fun test-for-record () 















(set! *title-length* (- (string-length *coe-record") 124» 
(get-toe-data *toe-record·» 
«test-for-B-rec) (format t "-\-@3TB-RECORD READ ! !-''') 
(ge~-toe-para '~oe-record')) 
«t.es:.-fo~-C-rec) (format t "-\-@37C-RECORD READ ! :-''') 
(read-~urrent-toe» 
«test-for-D-rec) (format t "-\-@37D-RECORD READ! !-''') 
(get-equip-data *toe-record"» 
«test-for-E-rec) (forrr.at. t "-\:-@3:E-RECORD REA: !: _'II) 
(get-equip-da~a ":oe-record*» 
«test-for-F-rec) (format t "-'-@3':'F-RECORD READ !-''') 
(read-current-toe» 
«test-for-P-rec) (format ~ "-\-@3TP-RE=ORD REA;) 
(read-currer.:-~oe» 
(t Ico,,",-::ush-joshua-display) 
(forma~ t "-8'-@S9T-vBEVIEWED TOE -A-~ 
, (:dutch :bold :very-:arge) "selected-toe·) 
(format t "-2'-@S1T-vc:::J MORE RECORDS FOUND !!-~ 
, (:dutch :bold :very-large» 
(format t "-2'-@70~-v~E COM?~ETE ! !-~ 
'(:dutch :bold :very-large»))) 
t.est-for-l\-rec () 
(ec; (string-searcn-char ,~ \A *t.oe-recc::-d'* :start 
test-for-B-rec () 
(eq (string-search-cnar ' ~\B ·t.oe-record'" :start 
test-for-C-rec () 
lec;: (string-search-cnar 't\C -toe-record· : start. 
test-for-D-rec () 
(eq (string-search-char '~\D ·toe-record· : start 
~est-!cr--::'-rec () 
( .. q (strinq-search-cna= '; \E ·t.oe-record- :star:. 
tes~-for-f-rec () 
(ec;: (string-search-char 'nF -toe-record- :start. 
t.es:.-!or-P-rec () 
Ceq (s~ring-search-char 'np ·toe-!"eco~d· :5:a:: 
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_*_ Mode: Joshua: Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER): Syntax: Joshua _.-
Created 12/14/89 10:16:52 by chamberlin running on SYM4 at NPS-CS. 
FILENAME •.••.•••• · • 
AUTHOR .....••••. ·· . 
DATE CREATED ...•... 
FILE DESCRIPTION ... 
MO~I:~CATIONS ..... . 
erc-rules-acrft-hel.11sp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
20 Apr 90 
Rule for night operation requirement. Fou~d in CAA Study 
Report page 1-23. 
16 May 90 - added 'show-rule-firing' function 
SECTION 4.1 •• AIRCRAFT & HE~~COPTER RU~S *. 
------------------------------------------------------
: ;: 
(defru~e ercp411 (:forward 
:documeT'."atior: "Basis: S,udy Report CAA-SR-8e-l~ dtc ';une 88, p. :-56") 
if [and [or [is-lin -CURRENT-LIN NO~73C: 
:is-lin ECURRENT-LIN N04596, 
[is-lin acu~~NT-LIN N15518: 
[is-lin aCURRENT-LIN N04732] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04456} 
[is-lin aCURRENT-LIN N04982; 
[is-lin aCURRENT-LIN N23721} 
[is-lin ECURRENT-LIN W80715] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN Y03104j 
[i s-lin .cURRENT-LH N05050} 
(1s-:in _CURRENT-LIN A3493S; 
[is-lir: -cURRENT-LI~ N05482] 
[is-lin aCURRENT-LIN A70349]! 
[or [is-function current-lin-func "Tactical operations") 
[is-function currer::.-lin-func "Maintenance Opera~ions") 
[is-function curren~-lin-fu~c "Medical Evacuatio~"~l} 
,her: [and (set! -new-erc· 'P) 
[nas-new-erc: aCURRENT-LIN *ne""-erc*) 
(show-rule-firing)]) 
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(de!r~le ercaC12 (:forward 
:documentatio~ "Basis: S~udy Report CAA-SR-88-1C dtd June 88, p. !-5E") 





































:ls-!unc:ion current-lin-func "Admin-log operations't] ~ 
the~ [and (set! -new-erc Y 'A) 




-*- Mooe: Joshua; Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshua 
Created 12/14/89 10:16:52 by chamberlin running on SYM~ at NPS-CS. 
FJ~E~h~E .......... . 
A::'I'HO? .....•...•... 
erc-rules-binocular.lisp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
CA7? CREATED ...... . 12 Dec 89 
FILE ~ES=R:P:IO~ .. . Rule for binocu~ars. Found in CAA Study 
Report page 1-65. 
16 May 9C - added 'show-rule-firing' function 
SEC::O~ <.8 .~ B:NO:~LAR RULE •• 
(a~::--..;~e e:-cD4iS: (: forward 
:oocumentation "Basis: Study Repor..: CAA-SP-88-1~ dtd J'~ne 88, 10. I-6S") 
:C~ ::s-:.n E:J~~E~:-~I~ B6708:; 
::s-:ln E:0RRE~T-~I~ B6721<. 
::s-lir. .CURRENT-LI~ B67355: 
:i9-::n .:JRRE~T-~!~ B67423: 
:ls-li:-.• :0RRE~T-~:;:~ B67492j 
: 15-::r. E:URRE!;:--~:::~ B67766) 
: 1 ~-lin .:URRE!\T-:':~ B67771:: 
::1er [ar:c (se-=f "'!')e\io.'-erc" 'B) 





_ •. Mode: Joshua; Package: VS£R (really JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshua 
Crea~eci :'2/:4/89 :"0:16:52 by chamberlin running on SYM~ at NPS-CS. 
FILENAME .......... . 
A:·:i-iO" ............ . 
DAT~ =REA7ED. ~ .... . 
F··~ DES:R:?:IC~ .. . 
erc-rules-camc-system.lisp 
Cp: Thomas E. Chamberlin 
14 Dec 89 
R~:e for camof:ague system and poles. 
Repor~ page :-64. 
Founci ir. CM S~ ucil' 
16 May 90 - added 'show-rule-!iring' func~icr. 
SEC::ON 4.7 •• :A~OFLAGUE SYSTE~ R~~E •• 
CAMOFLAGVE SYS:E~ R~LE •• 4.7.: •• 
{de:!rl;le ercc47: (: :o!"ward 
:do::umen:a:io:o "Bas:s: Study Report CM-SR-88-:4 atd June 88, ;::. :-64'" 
:! lor [:5-:1n .c~rren:-lln CS91451 
~is-l~~ .curre~t-lin C89:79~ j 
~hen land (set~ -new-ere· 'e) 




_w_ Mode: Joshua; Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshua _w_ 
Created ~/::/9C 1::32:58 by chamb£rlin running on SYM4 at NPS-:S. 
F:~SNA~E .... ...... . 
At::HOR ............ . 
DA~£ C~EA~£D ...... . 
F~~E D£SCRIPTrO~ .. . 
M08IFICA:IO~S ..... . 
erc-rules-nbc-defense.lisp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
20 Ap::- 90 
Rule for nbc defense equipment. 
Repo::-t page :-9:. 
16 May 9C - added 'show-rule-firing' func~ion 
SEC:IO~ 6.: ww NBC DE:ENSE EQU:PMENI ERC RULES ww 
------------------------------------------------------
(c:ie~r~le erca6:: (: forward. 
:ciocumen:.a:.ior. "Basis: S:.uciy Report CAA-SR-8e-:~ cite ';une 88, p. :-9:") 
c!c [i5-:in -CUAAENI-:.:::N M109361 
:is-lir. -SURREN7-:":N M:::'62:; 
~is-:ir, .::i.:AAEN::-:'IN IC1895j J 
~he" [a" (set: -new-erc· 'A) 





_._ Mode: Joshua: Package: JOSHUA-USER: syntax: Joshua -.-
C:-eated 4120/90 13:49:59 by chamberlin running on SYM4 at NPS-CS. 
F:LENAME .......... . 
AUTHOR ...•..•... · .. 
DATE CREATED ......• 
DES~RIPTION ... 
erc-rules-night-ops.lisp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamber~in 
20 Ap:- 90 
Rule for night operation requirement. 
Report page I-23. 
Found ir. CM Study 
MODIFICATIONS ..... . IE May 9C - added 'show-rule-firing' funct~on 
SECT:ON 1.3 •• UTILITY RULE FOR N:GHT OPERATIONS .... 
------------------------------------------------------
N:~~T OPERATIONS •• :.3.: 
(cie!r'..:.le nigh-:.-ops13: (: forward 
:docume,,:a:ion "Basis: study Report CM-SR-SS-l~ dtd JU:1e S8, ,... :-23") 
i~ [0:- [has-branch -CURRENT-TOE Olj 
[has-branch .cURRENT-TOE 07) 
[has-branch .cURRENT-TOE 17] 
[has-branch .cURREN--TOE 19J 
[has-branch _CURRENT-TOE 31Jj 
t.:'e", (te:: (make-predica:ion • (has-night.-ops ,_CURRENT-TOE)))) 
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APPENDIX S 
_.- Mode: Joshua; Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshua 
Created 12/14/89 10:16:52 by chamberlin running on SYM4 at h~S-CS. 
;** •• *******_ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FILENAME .....••...• 
AUTHOR ..••••...•... 
DATE CREATED ••...•• 
FILE DESCRIPTION ... 
MODIFICATIONS •••••• : 
erc-rules-night-vision-devices.lisp 
Cpt ThoMas E. Chamberlin 
12 Dec 89 
Rule for night vision devices. Found in CAA Study 
Report page I-57. 
16 May 9C - added 'show-ru1e-firing' function 
SECTION <.2 •• NIGHT VISION DEVICE RULES •• 
INDIVIDUAL SITUATION ASSESSMENT •• 4.2.1 •• 
(defrule erca421 (:forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, p. I-57") 
if [and (not [has-branch -CURRENT-TOE 32)) 
[not [has-branch aCURRENT-TOE 34]] 
[has-night-ops .cURRENT-TOE] 
[or [is-lin -CURRENT-LIN N04730] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04596) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N15518] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN N04732] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN N04456] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04982] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N23721] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN W80715] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN Y03104) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N05050] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN A34938] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN N05482] 
[is-lin .cURP£NT-LIN A70349]l] 
then [and (set! ·new-erc· 'A) 





IK~IVIDUA: S"TUA""O~ ASSESSMEN~ ** 4.2.2 *. 
(def~ule ercb422 (:forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, p. I-57") 
if [and [not [has-branch .cURRENT-TOE 32]] 
[not [has-branch .cURRENT-TOE 34]] 
[not [has-night-ops .cURRENT-TOE]] 
[or [is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04730] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04596] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N15518] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04732] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04456] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04982] 
[is-lin .CURRENT-LIN N23721] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN W807lS] 
(is-lin .cURRENT-LIN Y031C4] 
(is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N05050] 
(is-lin .cURREN'r-LIN A34938] 
(is-lin .CURRENT-LIN N05482] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIK A70349]]] 
then (and (sett *new-erc· 'B) 
[has-new-erc _CURRENT-LIN *new-erc*] 
(show-rule-firingl]) 
IN~IVIDUA: SITUATION ASSESSMENT *. 4.2.3 ** 
: (defrule ercb423 (: forwa~d 
:documentatior. "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-1l dtd June 88, p. I-57") 
(and [not (has-branch .CURRENT-TOE 32]] 
(not [hes-branch _CURRENT-TOE 34]] 
(is-lin _CURRENT-LIN "STANO"]] 
the~ [and (set! -new-erc· 'B) 
[has-new-erc _CURRENT-LIN *new-erc*J 
(forma: t "-\-25@TTOE: -A PARA: -A LIN: -A OLD-ERC: -A NEW-ERC: -A-'" *toe-nu;m· *par. 
-lin* ·ola-ere· -new-ere*) J) 
IN~IVIDUAL S!~UATION ASSESSMENT ** 4.2.4 ** 
: (defrule erca424 (: forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, p. I-57") 
~f [and [or [has-mission current-toe-para "24hr surveillance co:lection"] 
(has-mission current-toe-para "Aerial Intelligence/Visua. Observation"JJ 
(or (has-branch .cURRENT-TOE 32J 
[has-branch -CURRENT-TOE 34J J 
(o~ (is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04732] 
(is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N044S6J 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN Y03104J 
(is-!in -CURRENT-LIN N05050J 
(is-lin .CURRENT-LIN NCS482; 
(is-!in .CURRENT-LIN A70349J;J 
~he~ ~and {set! -new-erc· 'A} 
(has-new-erc _=URREN!-LIN -new-erc·) 
(fo~mat t "-'-2S@TTOE: -A PARA: -A LIN: -A OLD-ERC: -A NEW-ERC: -A-'" *toe-nu:m* *par 
·:i~· ·~:d-e:c· -new-erc·}) 
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INDIVIDUAL SITUATION ASSESSMENT ** 4.2.5 ** 
; (defrule ~rcb425 (,forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-l4 dtd June 88, p. I-57··) 
if [and [or [not [has-mission current-toe-para "24hr surveillance collection")) 
[not [has-mission current-toe-para "Aerial Intelligence/Visual Observation"))) 
[or [has-branch .cURRENT-TOE 32) 
[has-branch .cURRENT-TOE 34)) 
[or [is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04732) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N04456) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN Y03104) 
lis-lin .cURRENT-LIN N05050) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N05482) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN A70349))J 
then [and (setf *new-erc· 'A) 
, 




_,_ Mode: Joshua: Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER): Syntax: Joshua 




Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
11 Apr 90 DATE CREATED ..••.•• 
FILE DESCRIPTION ... Rule for all weapon systems. Found in CAA Study 
Report page 1-81. 
MODIFICATIONS •..... : 16 May 90 - added 'show-rule-firing' function 
SEC:IO~ 5.3 " WEAPON' ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT ERC RULES 
------------------------------------------------------
EQUIPMEN7 TASK --> CORE EQUIPMEN7 ., 5.3.: ,-
(aefrule ercp531 (:forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtci June 88, p. :-8:") 
i! (or (is-lin -CURRENT-LIN T13168j 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN T13169] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN T131 7 4J 
(is-lir . .cURRENT-LIN Z77258; 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN F40307j 
(is-lin _CURRENT-LIN J81750; 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN C76335] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN F60462J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN K5E98:J 
;ls-lin -CURRENT-LIN K57392J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN K57667] 
(is-lin -CURRENT-LIN K57803] 
[is-lin _CURRENT-LIN K5782:] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN H57505j 
[is-lin _CURRENT-LIN Z33628J] 
then [and (set! -new-erc' 'P) 
(tell (make-predication '(has-new-erc .cURRENT-LIN ,'new-erc-))) 
(show-rule-firing) J) 
81 
(setf db-obj-l (tell (make-predication '(has-new-erc -CURRENT-LIN ,-new-erc-»» 
EQUIPMENT TASK --> CORE EQUIPMENT -- 5.3.2 ** 
(defrule erca532 (:forward 
:documentation "Basis: S~udy Report CAA-SR-88-1~ dtd 3une 88, p. 1-81") 
if [and [or [has-branch _CURRENT-TOE 07) 
[has-branch -CURRENT-TOE 31)J 
[or [is-lin -CURRENT-LIN R95035J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN R9~977) 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN N967~lJ 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN R912~~J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN M09009] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN P98152J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN Z13153J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN B~900~J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN B~9272J 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN B68790} 



































(tell (make-predication '(has-new-erc -CURRENT-LIN ,-new-erc-») 
(show-rule-firing) J) 
EQU~PKEN: TASK --> UNIT DE.~'~E ** 5.3.3 --
(defrule ercpS33 (: forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd ':;une 88, p. :-Sl") 
if [and [not [has-branch _CURRENT-TOE 07J) 
[not [has-branch _CURRENT-TOE 31]) 
[has-cat-ccde _CURREN:-TOE :) 
[or [is-lin -CURRENT-LIN R95035J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN R94977J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN N967':lJ 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN R912~<J 
[~s-lin -CURRENT-LIN M09009] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN P98152] 
[is-lin -CU~NT-LIN Z13l53] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN M67939J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN M0211~J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN M68282J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN M92<120J 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN G96797] 
[is-lin -C';;:""?NT-LIN Zl:322] 
[is-lin .~URRE~T-Lr~ 397983; 
[is-l~n -CURRENT-LIN L919 7 5] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN L92112] 
[is-lin .cURREN:-LIN L92260] 
[~s-:in .CURRENT-LIN L92386) 
[is-lin -CURREN:-L!N R96484J J) 
t~en [and (set! -new-erc· fA) 





EQUIPMENT TASK --> UNIT DEFENSE -- 5.3.4 --
(defr~le ercp53< (:forward 
:docurner.tation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-1< dtd June 88, p. I-8l") 
if [and [no~ [has-eat-code _CURREN:'-TOE 1)) 
[or [is-lin .cURRENT-LIN R95035) 
[is-lin .cUR~NT-LIN R94977) 
:is-lin .cURRENT-LIN N96741) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN R91244) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN M09009) 
[is-lin _CURRENT-LIN P98!52) 
[is-lin _CURRENT-LIN Z13153) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN M92420) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN G96797) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN J97983) 
[is-lin _CURRENT-LIN L9l97S1 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN L92112) 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN L92260] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN L92386; 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN R9648~1]J 
ther rand (se~f *new-erc· 'S) 
(cell (make-predicacior .• (has-new-erc .cURRENT-LIN, -new-erc"'))) 
(show-rule-firing))) 
EQUIPMEN: TASY --> CORE EQUIPMEN: .- 5.3.5 *-
(defr~le erca535 (:forward 
:documenta~ion "Basis: Scudy Reporc CAA-SR-88-:< dc~ June 88, p. :_8::''') 
if [and [has-branch .cURREN:-:'O£ 19 j 
[or ~is-lir. _CURREN:'-LIN R95C35] 
[is-lin .:::URRENT-:..::rN R9~ 977 J 
[is-lir. _CURRENT-LIN N96741J 
[i s-lin .cURRENT-L!N R9l2HJ 
[is-lin .cURREN'!-LIN M09009] 
[is-lin _CURR£NT-LIN P98152] 
r i s-lir. .cURREN':'-LIN Z:3:53) 
[is-lin _CURRENT-LIN MSi242CJ 
[is-lin _CURREN':'-LIN G967 97 J 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN J97983] 
(is-lin .cURRENT-L!N L9: 975: 
[ is-lin -cURRENT-LIN L92::2: 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN L92260; 
[~s-lin .cURREN:-LIN L92386~ 
[is-lin _CURRENT-L:::N R964S4]1J 
~he~ [and (set! -new-erc· 'A) (~ell (make-predication' (has-new-erc .cURRENT-LIN ,"'new-erc"'))) 
(show-rule-firing) )) 
EC~IPMEN:' TASK --> UNIT DEFENSE *. 5.3.6 "'''' 
(defru:e erca536 (:forward 
:documentation "Basis: S:udy Report CAA-SR-88-:< dtd June 88, p. :;:-8:") 
if ,an: ,not [has-branch _CURRENT-TOE 07)] 
[not [has-branch .cUR~£N:-:'OE 3:)) 
[or [~s-1in .c:;R~N:-L::N B4900<; 
[is-lin _:URREN:-LIN B49272)JJ 
~he~. ~and (se~f "'new-erc'" 'B) (~e:: (make-predicatior .• (has-new-erc _CURREN:'-L!l' ,"'new-erc"')) l 
(sho~-rule-fi=ing) II 
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I:: EQUIPMENT TASK --> WEAPON FIRE-LAYING DEVICES ** 5.3.9 ** 
I:: (defrule erca539 (:forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, p. I-82") 
if [and [is-lin -CURRENT-LIN wpn_firing-laying-devicel 
[is-function -CURRENT-LIN-ful1c 111] 
then [and (setf *new-erc* 'A) (tell (make-predication '(nas-new-erc -CURRENT-LIN ,-new-erc*») 
(show-rule-firing)1) 
EQUIPMENT TASK --> WEAPON FIRE-LAYING DEVICES ** 5.3.10 ** 
I;: (defrule ercb5310 (:forward 
:documentation "Basis: Study Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, p. 1-82") 
if [and [is-lin -CURRENT-LIN wpn-firing-laying-device) 
[is-function -CURRENT-LIN-func 121 
then [and (setf *new-erc* 'B) (tell (make-predication' (has-new-erc .cURRENT-~IN ,-new-erc-»)]) 
EQUIPMENT TASK --> ENHANCEMENT/SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ** 5.3.8 *-
(defrule ercb538 (:forward 
:documentation "Sasis: Study ~eport CAA-SR-88-:~ dtd June 88, p. I-8:") 
if [or [is-lin -CURRENT-LIN M92362] 
[is-lin .cURRENT-LIN M743641 
[is-lin .cURRENT-tIN M75577] 
[is-lin -CURRENT-LIN M7571~lJ 
[is-lin .cURRENT-tIN other-assoc-itemlll 




--- Mode: Joshua; Package: USER (really JOSHUA-USER); Syntax: Joshua ---
Created 12/14/89 10:16:52 by chamberlin running on SYM4 at NPS-CS. 
FILENAME ....•.•.•.. 
AUTHOR •.•.•..•..•.. 
DATE CREATED •...... 
FILE DESCR:?7ION ... 
MODIFICATIONS ..... . 
erc-rules-wristwatch.lisp 
Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
14 Dec 89 
Rule for wriscwatch. Found in CAA Study 
Repor~ page :-66. 
16 May 90 - added 'show-rule-firi~g' func~ion 
WRIST WATCH RULE _. ~.9.1 --
(defrule ercc49: (: forward 
:documen~ation "Basis: s"udy Report CAA-SR-88-14 dtd June 88, p. I-6En) 
if [is-li~ .cvx~ENT-LIN wristwatch] 
then [and (se~f -new-erc' 'C) 




___ Mode: Joshua: Package: JOSHUA-USER: Syntax: Joshua 




Cpt Thomas E. Chamberlin 
DAcE CREATED ...... . 25 Apr 90 
All TOE's downloaded into Symbolics machine tc run thru 
expert system must have their filenames placed here unde" 
'toe-list' to be maae available for system. :he in~erface 
command 'Select TOE' invokes this function. 
FILE DES~RIPTION •.. 
MOD:FICA7:0NS ..... . 








"34288 .. 000" 
"34289:"000"» 
(defun select-toe () 
(se~! ·selected-toe· 
(d"",":menu-choose-froTT"-se:. toe-list' st.ring 
:prornp:. "SELEC':' A TOE" 
:cent.er-p 't 
:~ome~~a~y-p ni~ 
: terr.porary-p t 
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